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VOL. XII.— NO.

§wM

®he

WILLIAM H. ROGERS.
Editor and Publisher.

Terms of SnlMorlptloii:
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if

.

paid at

six months.

JOB PB1NTINB PromDtly ami Nsatly Eiecotei

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
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17 00
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1

Yearly advertlsere have the privilege of three
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
ilnes, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubighed whitout charge.for subscribers.

tSr

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signifies tnat no paper will be continuedafter date.

mrfTQ DAD1?D

may be found on file at Geo.
Rowell & Co’s Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

inlo rilrimp.

YORK.

THE REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,
Dealer in Drugs, MediIIo<Aand, Mich., Nov. 6, 1888.
cine8,Paints,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. Ind., says: ‘‘Both myself and wife owe our lives to
Shiloh's
ConsumptionCure." Sold by D. R.
The Common Council met in regular session and
W. Van Din Bibo's Family Medicines ; River St.
Meongs.
was calledto order by the Mayor.
TX7AL8H HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
Members present: Aldermen Wlllltms,Kramer,
rv fullstock of goodsappertainlngtothebus- ARE YOU MADE miserableby Indigestion, Workman, Boyd, Nyland and the Clerk.
Constipation,
Dizeinese,
Loss
of
Appetite,
Yellow
iness.
Minutesof the last two meetings were read and
skin? Shiloh's Vitalizeris a positive cure. Sold
approved.
by D. R. Meeugs.
Furaitar*.
Aid. Harrington appearedduring the reading of
WHY WILL YOlTcough when Shiloh’s Cure the minutesand took his seat.
Vff EYEU, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
rXTlTIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
1Y1 kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper, will give immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50 cts.
and $1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.: River st.
A petition was presentedfrom P. Pfanstieh)
asking that a lamp bo placod on the corner of
8HILO 8 CATARRH REMEDY-a positive Sixth and River streets.—Accepted and laid upon
OniM Dealer*.
cure for Catarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Mouth. the table.
XT AN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers Sold by D. R. Meengs.
The following bills were presented for payment:
in Drv Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
.........$ 5 00
“ HACKMETACK." a lasting and fragrant per. E. Vaupell, 1 set handcuffs
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.
fume. Price 25 and 60 cents. Sold by D. R, M. De Feyter, 8 mo. salaryas sir. comm’r. . 75 00
Geo.
H.
Slpp,
1
clerk
....... ... 29 16
Meengs.
Hot'eli.
Ed. Vaupell, 1
“ marshal .......25 00
“ treasurer..... 22 98
SHILOH'S CURE WILL Immediately relieve C. Lnndaal,
/'! IT Y HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro\J prietors.The only first-classHotel In the Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by Wm. Van Putten,6 mo. sal. as city physician50 00
health officer.12 50
city. Is located in the business center of the town, D. R. Meengs.
W. W. Noble, lighting lamps 1 month. ... . 18 00
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint, you Peninsular Gas Light Co., 1 lantern and post 8 50
in the State. Free bus In connectionwith the Hohave a printed guarantee on every bottle of J. De Feyter, teamlog ......... ...... ....... 7 92
tel. Holland,
10-ly
Shiloh’s Vitalizer. It never fails to cure. Sold by P. H. McBride,telephone in Hower case. .. 1 00
E. Van Der Veen, hardware ................ 1 68
TJIKENIX HOTEL. Ryder A Coffee .proprietors. D. R. Meengs.
Meyer, Brouwer A Co., coffin, etc, for Jan
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
fit Dgesteger......... ....................14 50
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
has good facilities for the travelins; public,and its
table Is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda- Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold M. Tubergen,9 weeks house rent for Mrs.
Juffer ................................. 4 50
by D. R. Meengs.
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
J. DeWeord, fire police Nov. 2d 1883 ....... 1 00
A. Verlee,
“ ....... 1 00
OOOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
Bargainb in Towels pt Bertsch’s. M.M.
Clark,
100
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Twenty-fivecents buys a Towel that can- Charles Odell,
“ .......1 00
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accommodations can always be relied on. Holland, not be bought anywhere else for less than —Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the city
Mich.
8-ly
40 or 50 cents. Going very
40- treasurer for the severalamounts.
riports or standing coXMirrEts.
Livery aad Sale Stable*.
The committee on poor reported presenting the
Sale.
semi monthly report of the directorof the poor,
DOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
said committee recommending $28.00 for the
JD andbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingflret- A good farm consisting of 250 acres, 170 and
acres improved land with fruit ot all kinds rapportof the poor for the two weeks ending
class.
November 81. 1883, and having rendered temon the premises. The land is located
aid to the amount of $8.75, also reported
TTAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boarding about 4 miles northwest of this city. Will porary
the death of Jan Hoogesteger. age 76 years, exXT stable. Fine rigs and good horses can alpense of burial,$17.50, of which amount the Holways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's be sold on easy terms. Inquire at the land Christian Roforfucd Church contributed $6.00.
83-tf
News Office, or of James Cornford, at —Adopted and warrants ordered issued on the
city treasurer for the amounts.
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; the place.
IN Ninth street, near Market.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 7, ’83. 27-3m
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITT OFFICERS.
The Oily Treasurerreported for the month of
Meat Market!.

f
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_

Mich.

1

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
1883.

From Chicago
to Holland.

Chicago.

Ni’t Mix-

Exp. ed.

Ni’t
Mall.

’

iMail.

TOWNS.

Exp.

p.m. a. m. a. m.
p.m. a.m. a. m.
10t3U 9 80 11 10 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 15 5 15
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heat generated

By the simple process of

takes place in burning a

As

constituents of the tallow or oil.

.

1

into the lungs, absorbed by It, oarried in
the circulation to the heart, pumped

ATTENTION

“

“ “
“
“ “

laries

and there comes In

Farmers and
We

0

tissues,

and which, as we have seen, are

the other constituents of this vital flame.

Such

constant ronnd which takes

is the

place every half minute during life, until

the “wheel Is broken at the

year is sufficient to raise 30,600 pounds of

water from the freezingto the boiling
point.

How

does alcohol affect this vital

carefully examine the process. Now one
of the conditions of combustioo is a plentiful, supply of

oxygen. Put

6

85 10 40

will

buy

all the 'Stave nnd

Heading

attend to ••calle.”

3 87 ....Zeeland ..... 10 45 8 40 10 10

425 ..Grand

Rapids.. 10 60 6 85 19 00
a.

m. a.m. p.m.

H.

WYKHUYSEN,
-dealer In-

Photopepber. *

TJIGGINS, B.

P. the leading Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

XT

Bald special assessment rolls were revlewd. confirmed. and directed to the Supervisor to be spread
on the tax roll of this year.

oxygen ot the enclosed air is exhausted,

lamp goes out. The same thing happens in the capillaries when from any
cause the oxygen is deficient. For inthe

stance, in the case of a patient suffering

GEO. H. 8IPP. OUv

r

of alcoholized blood. As has been shown,
the red blood disc that carry the oxygen,

dry up and cannot do their
work. Further, the fuel, which comes

shrivel and

from two sources viz., the waste

t

8 25 1 55 9 50

45 8 25 10 55 ....Holland. ...

D

Clerk.

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

For

the

Holland City Nexosi

No.

3-

Alcohol an! Animal H«at-

Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
XX7YKHUY8KN, H„

6 20 8 50 11 15 ...West Olive... 3 00 1 34

dealer in Watches, Clocks,
Jewelfy and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets. Holland
24-ly.

YY

....Bnshkill ....
6

of food, is suppliedin too small quanti-

same result. As the

ties, with the

4 25 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 2 35 1 07

900

1 02

850

Mich.

Jtoctttiw.
T 10 4 30 11 53 ...FeirysbnrR... 2 25

7 40 5 10 12 25 ...Muskegon... 1 50 12 25

m. p.m. p.m.

to

p.m.

p.

m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland

From Allegan

to

Holland.
a.m. p. m.
a. m. p. m.
8 20 825 ........ Holland ....... 11 05 2 00
9 10

850

10 85

1

985

400

10 80

1 15

I

a laboratory. If
Silverware, Platedware, we go into the workshop of the chemist
we find various operations going on.
Jewelry and Clocks.
Here gases are being evolved from different substances by heat and collected unalso keep on hand a full line of
body

is

der bell-glasses. These simple substances

+815

Spectacles!

'

I. 0. of o. F.
HollandCityLodge, No. 19^IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regffar meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich. , on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visitingbrotherz arecordlallylnyited
.
Thos. MoMabteb,N. G.
Willi ax Bauxgabtxl, R. 8.

My

stock of

-^SILVERWARES

80

is

F.

unsurpassedin

this city.

A. X.
ARBQULABCommunication of Unity Lodgb,

compounds. In another place compound substancesare dissolved into simples by the application of
acids, and so on. More curious still are
the processes constantly going on in this
living workshop. Day after day, night
after night, the heart is pumping with
are being united into

burn

less brightly until at last they go

n

4 17

tirelessstroke the blood into the arteries,

15 12 40

'

(Our ftarkrte.

1882.

..

....
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iMtwM

TO COFFEE DRINKERS

....

to the chill of death.

Attcraiyi.

OWARD^M^D., ^Clalm Agent, Attorneyand

IS

vtaln. FmA, Eto.

ONLY SOLD IN POUND PACKAGES.

Always Full Weight!

••••#••••••••••#
•••••
Fine Corn Meal B 100 Ds .........
Feed, B ton....;..... ..... :
.....
“ . B ioo *>

Flour,

OoMlisloaXirohait.

THE SOBS COFFEE.

(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)

Buckwheat, B bushel
Bran.AJOO lbs ....... a •#•••• • or«V+'>'-<
VfOBRIDE. A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Barley, B 100 M......
1 10
ill Lepplg’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. Clover seed, B t>...
Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Couhtiea Cora Meal B 100 Us
will be promptly attended to.
Corn, shelled B bushel ..; .........
« brl«e«.

.

lEAOH, W.

_J
eat

H.

Commission Merchant, and

dealer in Grain, Flourand Produce; Highmarket price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

DnUtuilMMui.

ROMEYN BECK.

T.

Holland, Nov.

5, 1883.

Wide Awake Druggliti.

New

brated Dr. Kiogs’

for

Discoveryfor Gon-

certain1 cure

known

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Hoarse-

ness, Asthma, Hay Fever, Bronchitis, or

Sold on a positive gnarantee. Trial Bottles

free. Regular size $1.00.

One

"My

Way

to Economize.

dear,” exclaimed Mrs. Jay Gould,

picking & new diamond paper weight,
“this will never do. We must econo*
mize.”

“Well, shall

we

give

up the

steam

yacht?” exclaimed Mr. Gould, lighting a
cigar with a $50 bill.

We

“Oh, no.

“How

can’t spare thet.”

abont sealskin sacques?”

“I have only nineteennow, and none of

them look

“Why

fit

to he seen.”

diamonds?”
“Mercy! What are you thinking of?
not stop buying

The doctor says
can

I

need exercise, and

1 get exercise If I don't go

"Very

true;

but

••

must be done. Ah,

I

you

how

shopping?"

say, something

have

it! I will

order

another reduction of wages.”— HryinJa
City (Ntw.) Chronicle.

How many
lawyers sit at

hard-working mlBlsters and
their desks

and

In their stud-

__

ROASTED

jpj

out

ft

Particular attention is called to the fact
No. 191. F- A A. M.. wlllbe heldat Masonic Hall that all my goods are first-class and are and receivingit through the veins; the
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
sold at low prices.
lungs drawing in the oxygen from the air,
50 12 00 14,at7j’clock,sharp.
10 50 440
a.m. p. m.
O. Bbbtxax.W.X.
p. m. p.m.
that purifies the blood, and driving out
D. L. horn. Sec'v .
Conae In and see my Stock. Watches the impure carbonic acid, the muscles
* Mixed traios.
t Runs daily, all other trains daily except Sunand Clocks repaired on
contracting and relaxing in the thousand
day. All traina ran by Detroit time.
short notice.
complicatedmovements of the trank and
THE FAST TRAIN :— Reaves Grand Rapids at
limbs; the millions of little glands under
1:15, p.m.; leave Holland at 2:00; Grand Junction, 9:55; Bangor, 8:10; St. Joseph 4:00; New
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH. the skin secreting the watery fluid from
Buffalo,4:55; arrivesin Chicago 7 80 LiAYla ChiPro&UOI.EtO.
H. WYKHUYSEN. the blood and driving it through the pores
caoo, 8 40 p. m,; New BuflUo, 7:25; St. Joseph,
Holland, Mich., Get. 24,
24-ly
8:10; Bangor, 9:00; Grand Junction.9:10; uol< (Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
of tlie skin to cool the over-heated surface.
land, 10:00; and amyea in Grand Raplda at 10:45. Apples, V bushel ........ ..... ...% 75
Beans, w bushel .......
.....
These are only a few of the vital processes
Butter, fl lb..
..... .
...... 18
1
Bggs, f dozen ......
that go on under the eye ot the Divine
Honey, f *> ........
fjwtttonj.
Chemist.
Onions, V busheia. _______ _JL
Potatoes, 9 bushel ................
85
LEVERINGS’
COFFEE
Among them all, none is more wonder
10 15

pota-

tions of alcohol increase, the vital fires

any affection of the Throat and Lungs.

The human

35 4 00 11 25

700

of the tis-

sues and the starch, sugar and fatty matter

sumption. The only
|>RE YUAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer in Fancy Goode; Corner of Market
and EUhth Street.

.

adjourned.

Watcbee aai Jewelry.

From Mu eke,
to Hollan
p.m. p.m. p.m.

as the

UNFINISHED BUSINESS.
Mr. Heber Walsh is always alive to
P. Koning, contractor for grading Ninth street,
petitionedfor one week further time In which to
bis
business and spares no pains to secomplete the grading work.
cure the best of every article in his line.
Time extendedto Saturday November, 10th, 1888.
He has secured (he agency for the celeCouncil
,

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland to
Muskegon.
a. m. p.m. a. tn.

your lighted

lamp under a receiver nnd as soon

0

a.m. a. m. p.m.

com-

bustion? To answer intelligentlywe must

Justice Isaac Fairbanksreported the number of
rases tried before him in the month of September, of the blood in which the red globules are
for violationof the penal laws of the State, and
language
the receiptof the city treasurer for 15 cents flues deficient or where in
Collected.—Filed.
the blood has turned to water. * Here the
Justice Jolin A. Roost reported the number of
cases tried before him in the month of October, temperature of the body falls and unless
for violation of the penal laws of the Htate. and
the receipt of the city treasurer for $10, fines the vitality can be increased, the patient
collected.—Filed.
dies. The same result follows in the case

ia. .

15 4 08 ....Grandvllle...10 15 7 10 9 20

cistern.”

The amount of heat thus produced in a

D

615 10

contact with

the carbon and hydrogen furnished by the

common

Woodsmen.

x.

it

from anaemia,or that diseased condition

H A ALTE, B. dealer In Farm implements
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.

Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
iVl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
740 940 Mich. Officehoars from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.

by

into the arteries, rushes into the cspll-

The following communicationwas received:
Holland, Mich., Oct. 80th, 1883.
..Gd. Junction..
11 57 11 55
Bolts you cun make nnd deliver the year* To the Hon. the May wand Common Council of the
Michigan.
round, viz:
City of IMaiul.
12 20 12 35
. ...Bangor....
Oak Stave JMts, 30 inches long.
Phyilclasi,
Sirs: -Thanking you for the honor of appointing
.Benton Harbor.
me to School Inspector— thofe arucertahireasons
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
DEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
and circumstanceswhich make me deem It my
...St. Joseph...
found in his office, on River street,next door
duty respectfullyto decline to acoapt.
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
to D. R. Meengs,drug store.
Yours respectfully,
..New Buffalo..
Black Ash Rending Bolls 88 inches long.
I. VERWEY.
ITREMERS, H., Phvsician and Surgeon. Resl- Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long. —Accepted.
10 00
7 30
6 50 ....Chicago ..... 900
AY deuce on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
The Clerk reported that no objection had been
a. m. p. m. p. m.
a.m. a.m. p.m. street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
filed In the City Clerk's Office to special assessBangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
For making .contracts or further in* ment
rolls No. 14, for sidewalk repairs,and No. 15
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly
formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory. for fillingholes In lots 2 and 8, block 7, City of
From Grd. Rapids
From Holland to
Holland, and that notice had bean given two
QC 11 IP HORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;
ED. YER 8CHURE, Supt.
Grand Rapids.
to Holland.
weeks, in the Holland City News, according to
office at the drug store of SchepersA Hchlprequirements
of law.
a m. a.m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
horst: is prepared at all times, day or night, to or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

840

by the very same

process. At every breath air is drawn

October, 1883.— Filed.

VTAN

Y

in

charged to the city treasurer.

of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

XITILMS, P. H. Manafactarerof Wooden, and
v
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-

Now

.

Proprietors

P., Jmtice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland,
9-ly

9 85 3 57 ..Hudsonvllle... 10 27

air

the capillariesheat without light is constantly being evolved

hand.

QTEGENGA, A.

600

candle.

due to the

Is

with the carbon and hydrogen which are

best assortment of Snxonv Yarns
ITUITK.J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
The City Physician reportedhaving treated four
and Worsteds in the city at D. Bertsch’s cases In the month of October, 1883— Filed.
i\. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
Have also a full supply of German KnitThe Street < Commissioner reported for the month
XT’ AN DER HAaR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
ting Yarns on
40- of October, 1883.- Filed.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
The City Marshal reported the number of sideand twine; 8th street.
walks repaired in the month of October, and the
receipt of the city treasurer for $41.48. sidewalk
Masufactorien,Mills, Shops, Eto.
ileui Atlvcctisfinents:.
moneys collected.—Accepted, filed and the moneys

Rotary Public*.

5 38

lamp or

everyone knows this

chemical union of the oxygen of the

Hotel.

11 oslioao 11 45 •New Richmond.

t5 25 •8 15 3 25 ....Holland ..... 11 10 9 20 10 20

of

combustion, Identicalwith that which

For

lOtb and River streets.

10 55 10 00 11 30 East Saugatuck

mesoi

this system of network. How Is this

fast.

V

vital heat, the production of

necessary to life, it not confined

is

fused over the whole surface by

;

O

DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

to

tubes

with the veins.

arteries

to any one part of the body, hut Is dif-

.

“
“
“

V

From Holland

which

generated in the

is

minute hair like

which connect the

Hence the

609.

.....

“ “
“ “
1 “ u

The

Taking Effect, Wednesday,Sept. 26,

capillaries, on

V

and $2.00 if

NO.

machinery in motion

Council.

V

EIGHTH STREET.

pctid at three months,

Common

\7ANPUTTEN, Wm.,

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
52

WHOLE

1883.

10,

[omcuL.i

Additional jogl

Perfumeries.River street.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

OFFICE: No.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

MEE ?i^DzMr

&iU}

WEEKL VNi WSP APER.

A

HOLLAND,

40.

.......................
8 00

3

9 00
100 D
110
hd ....... . ...........
i r 80
; B too 1h. .............
i 8 00
bura ..... . .............
4
45
ty Seed. B bnshel.. .....
, white B
bnshel ........ ..... 1 00
1 05
ton
,

1

B

so

sum

o&

mi m

nt

...............

...
.. *180
'
...
Q

.

LancasterRed, B bnahel’.V.’.

ALWAYS GIVES

SAT18E ACTIOS.

mode in which vital heat li indigestion, dyspepsia, nervousness, sleepgenerated. For a long time this was one lessness sod irritability, who might by the
of the problems of science. Where, phy- nse of Rheumatic Syrup regulate their disiologists asked, is the fnrnice which gestive orgsns, cure their dbpepsla,sleep
keeps the temperatureof the body op to soundly tnd thus rest their nerves and be
the uniform standard of 98 degrees Fsh- the better fitted for their dally labors. Try
renheit, in oold and heat, summer tod it and you will be convinced of Us merits.
winter, smld arctic ice and torrid heats f
Avoid the harsh, irritating, griping comWhat is the fuel that supplies these hid-

t Some

thought the heart, the pounds so often sold as purging medicines,
great furnace of the system, others, the and correct the irregularitiesof the bowels
fires

lungs, others^ that

OT

ALL GROCERS

who are suffering from overwork or

ful than the

den

j

ies,

influence. The

it

was dne to nervous

latest science teaches that

by the use of Ayer’s Cathartic:

are mild and gentle, yet

the heat ijblch keeps this complicated searching,

in their action.

Portage, Wis., carried some money packages
to a midnighttrain in an old sack, which
caught on the door-fasteningin the depot and
ripped open, spilling its contents on the platform. Ho soon discoveredhis loss, but was unable to recover an envelope containing$5,000. ...
Albert Aylward, the man who led tho Boer
follvnd gitt. MICDIOAN.
forces in the war against the British, in the
Transvaal, was locked up In a Chicago police
station, charged with being drunk and disorderly. Ho could face the British bullets, but
Clark street "booze” downed him — The
police of Sioux Falls, D. T., cut the electric
wires, the company having disregarded an
THE EAST.
order for tho removal of the poles to the
A train on the Baltimore and Ohio alleys. . A notoriouscounterfeiterknown as
railroad struck and killed four children Coiner, alias Faulkner,was captured In
ranging in ages from 5 to 17 years, near Frenchtown, Harrison county, Ind.

]|oll8t|4 '^tw.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

.

.

penses only the sum actually disbursed. . .11
is believed that the reduotlou in the rate of
letter postage will not lessen tb^ net profit
of the postoffloe,counting in, however, the
natural growth of the system
. .The Northern Pacific road has made arrangementswith
the Government for the free distribution of
carp from 8t. Paul to Portland — It is estimated by the Commissioner of Pensions that
$40,000,000 will be required for the payment
of pensions the next fiscalyear.
.

’-

.

POLITICAL.

Congresman Ermentrout was
knocked down and badly mauled In a political
fight at Reading, Pa.

After

a long conference

with

Presi-

Orrin A. Carpenter charged with dent Arthur, John C. New bos decided to reConneUsville,.Pa. They had been out walktain the AssistantSecretaryshipof the Treasing and were returning homo along the rail- killing Zora Burns was arraigned for a hear- ury.
road track. At the point indicated they had
ing at Lincoln, 111., on g&turday, tho 8d Inst.,
Gov. Ordway, of Dakota, devotes
stepped off the west to the east track to avoid
a passing freight train, when the east-bound and demanded a change of venuo from muoh space la his annual report to the arpassenger train thunderedaround a curve Justice Rudolph to Justice W. D. Wyatt.
and caught the party, crushingthem to The prosecutiondemanded that tho case raignment of certain portions of the people
be taken to Justice Maltb>\ and gained whom he characterizesas factions, and makes
death.
their point Mr. Maltby, however, adjourned a long argumentin defense of his opposition
Mr. Matthew Arnold made his first the case till Monday.
great crowd to the efforts to create a new State. He asks
public appearance before the Americanpeo- witnessed tho proceedings, but tho accused Congress to provide for a Constitutionalcon*
ple at Chlckerlng hall. New York. Ho was bore himself calmly, his blanched features vention for
being the result of confinementin prison.
A Democratic Congressmanis quoted
welcomed by an Immense audience forwhose ....M. J. Boud, a Grand Rapids (Mich.)
benefit he expatiatedon the moral inferiority
as having said that it would not surprisehim
lumberman, has failed for $175,000.
of the French people as compared with their
if the Speakership contestshould last several
Oerm&n neighbors. He presented his peculTHE SOUTH
in which event ho predictedtho success
iar ideas on the subject of majorities, believA bull met a train on the Kentucky days,
of a dark horse. This estimation Is based
ing the mere preponderanceof votes to be
Central
railroad
and
hung
a
baggage-car
and
upon the expectation that Randall,Carlisle
pernicious,and expressed but little sympathy
with the American form of governmentas a three locomotives out over an embankment. and Cox will icmnin in the field.
whole.... At a tannery in Allegheny City, It was for the bull, however, a dear-bought
, GENERAL.
where a deep vat was being dpg, three men ond gory victory over the march of modern
The
case
against the Collector of
lost their lives from foul air.
Improvement. . .The first bale of cotton over
picked from the field by machinery is on ex- Customs at Montreal for confiscating the

A

Dakota.

.

A small frame structure in New

York in

process of demolition fell while

hibition at the CharlestonCotton exchange.

Joe Holder, an industriouscolored
children were gathering kindling wood,
killing two of them instantly,wounding an- man, while herding his hogs near Toomsboro,
other fatally, and Injuringa carpenter se- Ga., surpriseda couple of negro desperadoes
riously. . .Burglar*took $7,000 in stamps and skinning one of his swine, which they had
$600 in cash from the postofilce at Haverhill, stolen. Both of the thieves fled into the
.

Mass.

swamp.

Four well-known citizens of

Erie,

W.

Eyster, Frederick C. Kcsley,

Giles Russell

and Charles Brown — were

Pa.— John

caught in a storm while duck shooting in the
bay, and drowned. Eyster had his life insured for $20,000.

College rowdies, known as “Freshmen” and

“ Sophomores,”

of the Rensselaer

Polytechnic institute,at Troy. N. Y., indulged in a row which damaged the building
to some extent and seriously injured several
of the participants. Both classes have been,
suspended, and many students have left for
their homes.... It is reported that the anthracitemines of the Pennsylvaniarailroad
are soon to be leased to a syndicate,headed
by Wm. L. Scott, which will send 3,000,000
tons westward from Buffalo and Erie each

Going back to the settlementHolder
enlisted the aid of a couple of white men in a
search for the culprits. The morning’s search
proved fruitless,and the three men laid down
beneath a tree at noontime and went to sleep.
An hour later they were attacked by five
armed negroes. In ttie encounter which followed, Holder and nhree
the
robbers were almost instantly killed....
Fire broke out in (iarnet,gtubbs & Co.’s
warehouse,at Savannah, Ga., consumed it,
and, spreading,destroyed the Electric Light
works, Tynan's foundry, and several wooden
dwellings. Three thousand bales of cotton
In the Garnet structurewere burned. The
total loss will reach $1,000,000..... Mitchell
Putnam, 103 years of age, traveled alone
from Texas to South Carolina to see his former home. He was a soldier in tho War of
1812 and in the Texan struggle.

of

ADDITIONAL NEWS*

.

OFFICIAL REPORTS.

In the Criminal court, at Gallatin,
Mo., the indictment agalhst Frank James for Interesting Sfatisticsfromthe
the murder of ConductorWestfall was
__ . T
j

dlsJackson

missed, and he was sent back to
county to bo tried for the Bluo-cut trainrobbery.

The whaling schooner Louisa,

of

shipping. Two large schooners

laden with ore, the John B. Merrill,of Milwaukee, and the Sophia Minch, of Cleveland,
went ashore near the latter port. The
schooner Keteham, of Chicago, went ashore
near Leland, Mich., and is probably a total
loss; and the Homer H. HIne, abandoned by
her crew, was driven on the rocks near Amberly, Ontario,and will l>e a total wreck.
.
The Directorsof the Pennsylvania road have
declared a semi-annual dividend of 4!-* per
.

.

cent.

Frank

Chickering, a lumber-dealer

of Grand Rapids, Mich., is insolvent,with

Dora-

The Commissionerof the General Land
the Hon. N. C. McFarland, in his
Officials of the Postofficedepartment object to the proposed reduction in tho annual report, states that tho disposalsof

perished.

Office,

rates for drop letters on the

ground that the ' PubUo lands during the year embraced 10,-

local delivery now costs nearly as much as 030,769 acres, and Indian lands 390,23.r> acres.
tho revenue In several cities,while In others an increaseover 1882 of about 5,000,000 acres,
it is carried on at a positive loss.
and over 1881 of about 8,000,000 acres. Tho

William Sexton, member of Parliament,in his address at Glasgow, bitterly

receipts from all sources in connection

with

disposals of public land were $11,080,479, and

denounced Sir Stafford Northcote for the from

sales of Indian lands $625,401, a total of

character of the speeches made during his re- $11,713,888.Public lands were dispose i of a&
cent tour through Ireland, alleging that these follows:
addresses had caused the present revival of
Acres
religiousfanaticismin Ireland. . .Lord Cole, 273.069
ridge Is again on English soil, and expresses
.2.285.710
himself ns greatlypleased with his trip.
.

A

cyclone of

terrific violence

and

. 31,520
Mineral entries..........................
.8,171.914
Homestead entries ......................

attended by a loss estimate! at nearly $200,000 passed over Springfield, Green county,

and

A number of disastersare reported

Official

meat

New Bedford, Mass., foundered in the Arctic,
Sept. 22, by collidingwith ice, and six men

Mo., killing five persons outright and injuring thirty more. The names of the dead are:
Mrs. Andrew Arnqulst, Mrs. Dunlap, Mrs.
Holberless,Mrs. Finney, Miss Salllo Edmondson. The cyclone, approachingin the form
of a cloud moving close to the earth,
works of Voltaireand Paine has been dis- first struck the northwest part of the
town
passed
easterly
missed upon a technicality* the Judge not encourse along the north part of the
tering upon the merits of the suit ____ A milicity, demolishing everything in Its 800-foettary guard will be stationed at tho Governwide path. At Bridgetown,a suburb of
ment house, Ottawa, and the watch on tho Springfield, a watchman was killed and sevParliamentbuildings is to be doubled.... eral persons badly injured. At Brookline
With twenty-seven oil wells completed in OcStation, severalhomes were demolished,one
tober, there Is a decrease of 819 barrels In tho
person killed and several wounded. TTiree
daily production.
miles west of Springfielda school-house In
to tho lake

era‘ ^an(*

Sherman’s Last

Gen.

Gen-

in an

Entries with military bounty land

war

.

45,414

En ries with land-claimscrip ........... 1.1,508
Total number of entries and filings posted
during the year 251,685,aggregating 30, 000,000 aores. The increase in number of claims
recorded in 1888 was 55,548 over tho year 1882.
Tho Commissionerstates that he is satisfied
the pre-emptionfilingsare made or procured to be made to a great, extent for
speculativepurposes. He renews tho recommendation that the Pre-emptinn lifw bo repealed. The report recommends the amendment of tho Homestead laws, requiring a

period of not less than six months
after tho settlementof a claim has been
placed on record before final proof shall be
admitted,irrespectiveof tho aliened time of
which there were fifty children was residence prior to the entry. The report
demolished, but only three persons further recommends the total repeal of the
were hurt. There were many other Timber Culture law ou account of
marvelous escapes .....
train on the its inherent defects. The construcWabash, Pacific and St. Louis railroad, going tion of 1,210 miles of land-grant railroad
East, was boarded at Danville Junction, 111., was reported during the year, making a total
by four men, who wont through one of the of 17,449 miles of road reported as constructpassenger cars with drawn revolversand ob- ed under all grants to June 30, 1883. The
tained about $809 from the affrighted passen- Commissioner a‘‘ks that his salary be fixed at
gers. They loft the train suddenly,Just as it $5,000 and for a moderate Increase of the
went out, and escaped. The same crowd, or salaries of the principal officers and clerks of
a similarone. worked the train on the In- his department.The character and respondiana, Bloomington and Western road, which sibilityof the office,together with the fact
connects at Danville with the Wabash, by that its business has Increased 82 per cent
the pickpocket process, getting$1,200 and a since 1881, appears to tho Commissionerto
check for $1,700 on the First National bank, Justify this request.
of Clinton, 111. The check, an overforeign -mails.
cont, and a number of pocket-books
Tho PostmasterGeneral has receivedtho
were afterward found alongside the track. annual report of Judge lilackfan, SuperinJohn L. Sullivan and his troupe of boxers tendent of Foreign Mails. The total weight

A

assets and liabilitiesestimated at $100,000
election excitement at Danville, each.... A. J. Scott, a stock dealer at Paris,
year. . .Jos. MoEneany,cashier of Thompson Va., culminatedin a bloody riot, in which 111., has made an assignmentto cover liabili& Co.'s steel-works, at New York, has been
ties of $53.000.
J. B. Vogel Sc Co., merchant gave an exhibitionat Danvillethe same even- of malls dispatched to countriesin the Postal
five negroes and one white man were killedand
arrested for embezzling $85,000,which he
tailors at Fort Wayne. Ind., have been closed ing. and it is supposed that the robbers were union, with tho exception of Canada, was
a number of whites and negroes hurt. A big by the Sheriff....Kautner, organ manufact- a crowd of Eastern cracks followingalong in
lost in betting on the races.
2,532,990pounds, an incrc a 0 of 329,114
Sullivan'swake ..... The Milan (111.) Paper
Charles A. Mathews, one of the meeting of citizens was in progress and reso- urer, and R. H. Savage, hat-maker, company confessed judgment for $14,750 -In pounds over the weight last year. Of the
letter mail dispatched,41 per cent, was rent
lutions were passed denouncingMahone. A at , Reading, Pa., are insolvent .....
fifty-sevenchildren of the thirteen-wived
Simon Lautcrbach, shirt manufacturer,at favor of the Hock Island National bank, and to Great Britain and Ireland, 23 to Gernegro who mixed in the crowd shoved a white New York, made an assignment,giving then made an ass'gnrnent ..... Wetzell BrothIsaac M. Singer, the late sewing-machine
many, 27 to other countries of Europe,
ers, lumbermen of Grand Rapids, Mich., who
per tent,
Postal union
manufacturer,committed suicide in Phila- bystander from the sidewalk. Both parties preferences for $120, 000.... Business failures owe $150,000, and Porter Byrne Sc Co., whose aud
countries and colonies outside of Europe.
delphia. He refused to bear his father’s fell to blows, pistols were drawn, and firing in the United States and Canada numbered liubllltlcsarenotknown.hftvoflledasslgnments
name. Mr. Mathews was only 20 years old, began on both sides. Four of the negroes 215 last week accordingto Dun's report, ..... Foekler Brothers, biiggy -top makers at Du- Tho amount of letter mail dispatched last
and a refined gentleman. Ho was in posses- 'were killed and several wounded. A three less than the week before. ...The buque, Iowa, have failed for $70,000. Assets year increased77 per cent, over the amount
sent in 1880. The printed mutter Increased 74
sion of an Independent fortune. He was very white youth, Walter Holland, eon of a promi- liabilities of the Rev. G. M. Pierce, of the
small ____ Rice A Mcssmore, private bankers
sensitiveon the subject of his parentage, nent tobacconist,was shot through the head Hocky MituntaUiChristian jtfbocait, Salt Lakp at Cadillac. Mich., have suspended....An per cent. In the same time. Tho sum paid
and the slightestallusion to his father and mortally wounded. The melee became City, are $38,000, with assets of $8,000. This assignment has been made by Hinman, Moody lor sea transportationof mails was $310,522,
an increaseover tho cost of 1882 of $36,358,
would fill him with mortification.For that general. The firing drew crowds to the scene, Is the largest failure for years in that sec- Sc Co., paper-dealerfi
at Beloit, Wls. They or 58 per cent, over 1880. The estimated
reason he generally avoided society.... and the Mayor at once ordered out the mili- tion.
claim assets equal to their liabilities.
amount of postage collected In the United
Arthur B. Johnson,a prominent lawyer of tary to quell the fight. The negroes, howDaigneau & Co., bark dealers, of St.
States on foreign mail matter was $2,078,913.
Utica, N. Y., was fonnd dead in his oillre ever, ictired to the black quarter of the town
Hyacinthe,
Canada,
tho
scene
of
a great fire
Faith Cure.
with a bullet in bis breast. Ho had commit- before the soldiers arrived. The whole city
GEN. SHERMAN'S FINAL REPORT.
ted suicide.... Rachel Layton, colored, died at was roused by the melee and the wildest ex- eight years ago, have assigned,with liabiliThe last annual report of Gen. Sherman is
The Rev. Dr. Hepworth, says The in the hands of tho Secretary of Wltr. Tho
Trenton, N. J., aged 108. .. .A safe in the car- citement prevailed. One company of militia ties estimated at a quarter of a million....
penter-shop of George Larkin, at Bridgeport, at once e’earedthe streets and something like The Marquis of Lunsdowne has received Truth Seeker, defines the faith cure as 1 army consists of 2,148 officers and 23,335 men
order was restored. Later in the evening a several letters threateninghis life.
Ct,,was blown open and robbed $8,000.
“that religious idiosyncrasy,”and says —the figures being almost Identical with those
platoon of soldiers was fired upon by the
it is “the product of the emotional nat- of last year.
THE WEST.
FOREIGN.
negroes ambuscaded in u house, but without
. Gen. Sherman considers Crook's Apache
Nellie B. Bailey, 21 years old, well fatal effect. Tho house was surrounded Regarding the London explosives, ure when it is swayed by an inexpli- campaign u success. •
cable mysticism and Incomes inditterMilitary educationis treated at some
educatedand good-looking, agreed to, go to and one negro captured. The sol- details show that the number Injured is fully
diers were fired upon by the neent to such a low order of materialsas length, and the opinion expressedthat the
Texas with a rich Englishman named Clement groes in different parts of the city ..... as large as first reported.It has also been
.Military academy at West Point and the
facts and law.” He devotes an indefiothelroy and start a sheep ranch. In Indian At New Orleans William Sykes murdered the determined that nltro-glycerlne entered
schools at FortressMonroe and Leavenworth
pendent
article
to
a
consideration
of
Territoryshe shot and killed him, burned nis keeper of a brothel, named Kate Townsend, largelyinto the composition of tho explosives
are among the boflt In the world.
body, and took possessionof his money, Jew- by plunging a large dirk into her chest five used. The Irish In London are greatly ex- recent cures claimed as miracles, and
T he Indians are regardedas substantially
elry and outfit,in all worth $107,000. Then times. They hud cohabited for twenty-five cited, and are free to confess that the crime concludes : “Suppose my father to be
eliminated from the problem of the. army.
•he started south, but was arrested, and is years, and hud quarreled many times. Tho was planned by enemies of the National
Tho railroad which used to follow in the rear,
now in Jail at Wichita, Kan. The dead woman is said to have been worth $200,- movement. C’I)onovan Kossa claims the ex- attacked with typhoid fever, shall I re- and now goes forward with the picket-line in
woman formerly moved in good so- 000.... Mrs. Elizabeth B. Gibbs, widow of plosionswere caused by Fenians, of whose sort at once to those means of recovery ike great battle of civilization with barbarciety in New York and Now Jersey ..... United States Burgeon Gibbs, threw herself movements ho Is aware. All the banks, pub- which have been providentially alforded, ism, has had a great influence. The recent
In a land case at Denver, Judge McCrary from u railway car near Baltimore,Md., and lic buildingsand prisonsat Glasgow are care- and which tho educated physician is completion of the last of lour great transdecided in favor of the cancellation of sixty- was killed .... A fire at Algiers, La., destroyed fully guarded against explosions. The ex-;
continentallines of railway has settled forone patents fraudulently obtained in Colo- twenty houses and other property. The plosive used at Frankfort-on-the-Main wa^ acquainted with, or shall I send for the ever the Indian question,the army question,
rado through the pre-emption law, although total loss is placed at $100,000.
nltro-glycerino,
which had been placed in officersof the church to make a prayer? and many others which have hitherto
the title had passed into the hands of innocent
eight small glass shells,perforatedwith holes. I think I ought tb do both, but espe- troubled the country. Tho recommendaWASHINGTON.
parties. . .Fourteen Federal Marshals and deof last year is renewed that the
Orangemen at Londonderry, Ire- cially to send for the doctor. The tion
tectives had a desperate engagementat a staFollowing is a recapitulation of the
strongest posts be enlarged and the
tion near Evansville, Ind., with a gang of
land, seized the City hall to prevent tho LonJ messenger who does my errand should minor places abandoned. " The soldebt statement issued on the 1st inst.:
counterfeiters,
nine ol whom were captured,
•Mayor of Dublin from making a Nationalist go to the physician first, and to the dier,” says Gen. Sherman, " must
Interest bearing debt—
two of them being dangerously wounded.
.
ministerafterward.If either of them bc.treated as a fellow-man.Let him live in
Three and one-half per cents ......
4;fl70,ooo speech therein. When the procession escort*
Miss Aggie Hill, claiming to be Mrs. Sharon,
Four and one-half per cents ....... . 250,000,000 ing tho Lord Mayor to his hotel passed the is out of town, I earnestly hope it may comfort, and he will respond to the call of
has brought suit for divorceagainstthe Cali- Fonr per cents .......................737.620,700
duty, even to death. When the soldier is embuilding the Orangemen opened fire and also not be the* doctor. If I ignore Hie
fornia millionaire, asking a division of the Three per cents ...................... 805,529.000
ployed as a carpenter, mechanic or laborer,
threw
slates from tho robf and windows,
agency of God in the cure of disease I It Is only fair that he should be paid for such
community propertyand alimony ..... Two Refunding certificates ...............332.H50
One
man
was
killed and another man and
children were suffocatedat Middleton, Ohio, Navy pension fund ..................
14,000,000
labor." The opinion is expressed that it will
boy were shot and dangerously wounded. am an Infidpl ; and if I ignore the fact
and b lady and her grandson at Cincinnati,
be found wise to provide a couimou organizaThe police dispersed a mob, which gathered that the Lord has provided for just
Total
interest-bearing
debt
.....
$1,312,446,050
by fires In their houses.
tion for all such arms of tho service, and
after the Nationalist procession dispersed such an emergency in the skilled physiMatured debt ........................
4, 34#, 745
that Congress should provide for tho transfer
Mr. Dion Boucicault, the great
and stoned the windows of the City hall .....
cian, I am without that ordinary com- of regiments from remote to home sections
Debt
bearing
no
interest—
A
French
Admiral
has
seized
a
strip
of
the
Irish comedian,makes his appearance at
after a fair period of service. In this conLegal-tender notes. .................. 847,739,816 African coast 250 miles in length,including a mon .sense which the Lord expects me
MoVicker’stheater, Chicago, this week, for Certificatesof deposit ...............l.',62.',000 dozen towns. Three men-of-war command to use.”— Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. nection particularattention is called to the
case of the Twenty-firstinfantry, which has
the first time in several years. The “Shaugh- Gold and silver certificates ..........182,908,081 the chief points, and troops will be stationed
been on the Pacific coast for fourteen years.
raun" will be given the first week, and the Fractional currency .................6,990,303 at other places.
THE MARKET.
GEN. DRUM’S REPORT.
cast includesthe talented author, Miss Sadie
Total withoutinterezt ...........$5 19,258,200
A number of failures among the BritMartinot, Miss Grace Thorne, Miss Edna
Adjt Gen. Drum has submittedhis anNEW
YORK.
Carev, 8. Miller Kent, A. H. Forest, Gus Total debt (principal) ............... $1,806,052,995 ish cotton merchants have followed closely Beeves ..........................
nual report. He says the State militia has
$4.60 0 6.60
Reynolds and F. Bret Harte, a son of the well- Total Interest........................
9,801,248 after tho big collapse of Morris Ranger. The Hoos .............................4.75 & 5.25
steadily improved in discipline,soldierly
known author. "The Colleen Bawn” will be Total cash in treasury .............. 364,347,501
(tearing and knowledge. Ho recommends the
Flour— Superfine ...............
3.10 0 8.60
latter’s
liabilities
reach
the
stupendous
figDebt, less cash in treason ..........1,511,506,737
played the week after.
retirement on full pay of men who have
Wheat-No. 1 White ............ 1.03
Decrease during Octob r .......... lu, 304,798 ures of $3, 500, 000.... Tho betrothal of thq
No. 2 Rod ............... 1.08
1.08*4 faithfully served thirty-five years. It is sugThe report that Frank James is al- Decrease of debt since J une 30^ 1883. 39,584,470 Crown Prince of Portugaland the youngest Corn— No. 2 ....................... 56 @
& .57* gested that increased pay for re-enlisting be
daughter of the Austrian Emperor is an- OATS-No.2 ....................... 33
.34* made to depend on immediate re-enlistment
lowed to walk the streets of Gallatin, Mo., is
Currentliabilitiesnounced.... Five hundred pounds reward is Pork— Mess ....... ..............11.25 @11.50
in the same regiment, and that the man reuntrue. He is not permitted in the Jail yard interest duo and unpaid ............
2,698,373 offered by the London authoritiesfor inforLaud ............................. 07KjO .7*
enlisting be granted a furlough of one, two,
Debt on which Interest has ceased.
4,318,745
unless accompaniedby an officer.
.CHICAGO.
mation which will lead to the arrest and conAC
Interest thereon ..................... 288,857
of three months, according to the number of
cy Steers..
Steers.
6.50 @ 7.00
Attachments were issued last week Gold and silver certificates ..........182,908,081 victionof the persons who caused tho explo- Beeves— Good toFancy
terms he has already served. A bi-monthly
C immon to Fair ....... 4.30 0 6.20
sion in tho underground railway — A Polish
U.
8.
notes
held
for
redemption
of
against the property of the Bock River Paper
settlementof the clothingaccounts is recomMedium to Fair ........ 6.25 0 6.00
certificates
of deposit .............12,620,000 actor named Protowskl, who was arrested at
mended, end a statement made in this concompany,in Chicago, and the concern is now Casa Uklunoe available .Nov. 1 ....... 161,4-4,443 Dirsehau, East Prussia, confessed that he H008 .............................4.20 0 5.05
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex 5.25 & 6.50
nection that the Government lost $10,000 last
was a Nihilistwho had been selected by a
in the hands of the Sheriff. The company
Good to Choice Spr'gEx 4.75 @ 6.00
year In clothing overdrawn by deserters.
.
ToUl
..........................
$364,347,501
band
of
conspirators
to
assasinate
Prince
Bisoperated several paper mills in Illinois
Wheat— No. 2 Sprinx ............90 & .93*4 Notwithstanding great efforts to fill tho army
Available assets—
marck.
mnd Wisconsin. Investments in real es- Cash m treasury ..................... 864,347,501
.99*
No. 2 Bed Winter ....... 99
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 47 & .47* to the authorized strength,it still laaks 2,149
tate, upon , which they were unable
The British Cabinet have decided Oats
men of the full quota.
— No. 2 ....................... 27«@ .28
to realize when pressed for money, Bonds issued to Psdflcrailway comthat the dispute between China and Franco RYE -No. 2 ........................ 55
.55*
the cause of the collapse. The
panies, interest payableby United
btates—
has reached the verge of open warfare. A Baulky— No. 2 .................... 59 0 .60
old, old story ..... The 8t. Louis grand Jury
HERE AND THERE.
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 26 & .28
has returned indictmentsagainstPolice Com- Prinoipal outstanding ............... $ 64,673,612 London dispatchsays the most explicit and
.25
Eooh—
Fresh
......................
24
missioners Dr. Lutz and David W. Caruth, for Interest accrued, uot yet paid. ...... i.a r/,470
Pork-Mcsh.....................10,30 @10.35
Mahone is bald-headed and has gray whiscxmspiracy;Henry 8. Newman, Commis- Interest paid by United States. ..... 69,222,093 positive instructionslooking to a proper and Lard ..................
07)4@ .0754 kers.
thorough
conservation
of
British
interests
sioner of Labor Statistics,malfesanoo; Hugh
MILWAUKEE.
Interest repaid by companies—
Irving, tho actor, is a continual cigarette
G. Bradly, meml>er of the Legislature,brib- By transportation service. ........... $ 17,056,755 have been issued to all the departments.... Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 92 @ .92*
Tho committee of tho Austriandelegations, Corn-No. 2 ....................... 49 & .49* smoker.
try; Warren F. MeCheeny, loader of the By cash payments, 6 per cent net
Matthew Arnold does not like Amcrioao
(amblers’ ring, attempted bribery; and
earnings ..... ............. . ......... 666,198 in its report recommending the adoption of OaTA-No. 2 ...................... 27*0
54*0
the foreign estimates,says tho German al- Rye-No. 2 .........................54*0
newspapers.
against Managing Editor Moore, of the PnnU Balance of interest paid by United
Baulky—
No.
2 .................... S9*@
.60
States ............. „ ....... . ....... 41.510.138 liance was not formed for hostile purDUtpatch, apd F. D. White, a reporter on the
Thomas Nabt is talkingabout starting an
Pork— Mess..;;. .....
10.10 010.20
same paper, for abstracting court records.
One of H&llett Kilbourne’s dinners poses, and that Austria will endeavor LARD ..............................07 0 .07* illustrated weekly.
The report censures Gov. Crittenden for while he languished in a Washington dungeon to maintain peace with all nations....
8T. LOUIS.
Next year's crop of Mormon immigrants is
Fire, which broke out in Wylie Sc Lochead's Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.00*0 loi*
(ranting pardons, particularlyto convicted
estimated at 75,000.
under
the
accusation
of
contempt
of
one
of
great
warehouse
in
Glasgow,
spread
with,
gamblers, and suggests that the pardoning
A rainbow was seen at night, recently, in
power be taken out of the Governor’s hands ..... the houses of Congress) cost $34.55. .. .The great rapidity and consumed severalbusiness
:SS!
Orange, Tex., ffhiW the moon was out of
P. W. Parkhurst, Cashier of the Clyde bank, War departmenthas ordered a court of in- structures, involving a loss of $2,000,000.
sight*
at Clyde, Ohio, is being looked for by the quiry to investigatethe cause of the failure Many wounded persons were taken to the
.07* . Mat Forney, daughter of the late J. W,
hospitals.. V* The Rothschilds have advised Lard ..............................97
bank officials,and ponding nis return the of tho Greely relief expedition.
CINCINNATI.
tho British Governmentthat no Egyptian
Institutionis closed to the depositors....
Commissioner McFarland states loan could be placed it the troops were en- Wheat— No. 2 Bed ............... 1.04 @ 1.06 Forney, writes fashion articles for PhiladelAbout twenty stores, dwellings and barns
phia papers.
Corn ..........................
.48 0 .49
were burned at Willoughby,Ohio, re- that over 19,000,000 acres of public lands and tirely withdrawn. It has thereforebeen de- Oats .............................. 29*0 .80
Good butter retails in Tusoon, Arizona, at
cided
maintain In ____ Egypt — an
sultingin a losp of 1100,1100; half insurance,
.5H
.58* $4.25 a p6uM, whII6 eggs are In demand at 85
army of occupationof 4,000 men..
•>» .Ex-SenatorTabor secured a Judgment in
PORX-Mess....
.............
11.25
@11.60
during the year, for which $11,713,883 was The latest accounts from Afghanistan show
cents per dozen.
a Denver court for $20,000 againsthis former
La»D ......................
07 @ .07*
received. Ho recommends the repeal of tho
On the person of a thief recentlycaptured
that the cquntry is In a state of complete anpartner, William H. Bush, whose claim for
TOLEDO.
Pre-emption and Timber Culture laws, aud the
archy; the exchequer is without funds, the Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... .92*0 .92* In Hartford,Cl, was found a dratt for
lid in securing a divorce was not allowed.
amendment of the Hofnestead law. He states troops are demoralized, and the Amcor is a Coin ...............................50 @ .50* $1,028.55, dated June 24, 1844.
The missing St. Louis girl, Mary that much valuable timber laud on tho Pacific meer plaything in the hands of the Ghilzais. Oatb-No. 2 ...................... .29
.29*
An Arkansas editor announces that he is
DETROIT.
Churchill,was found in the insane asylum, const is being taken up by persons hired for ... .It is reported atParWthatwhen the Malacompelled to retire from his paper on account
Flour
...........................
.
4.00 0 6.75
that purpose.
gassy Envoys reached Madagascarthey were Wheat — No. 1 White. ............
near Indianapolis,where she hired out to do
LOS 0 1.03* of being so affliotedwith the gout.
Postmasters in Iwenty.ofthe largest strangled.... Two hundred and forty cholera Cobn-No. 2 ...................... .51 @..51*
laundry work. Thomas J. Gallagher,sport" Game hash” is one of the dishes served at
deaths occurred at Meoca in one week.... Oats— Mixed. .................... .29*0 .30
the Yellowstone Park hotel, but visitors are
ing reporter of the 8t. Louis Globc-Dcmocrat, cities report an average increaseof over 6 Moody and Sankey have began a series of Poke— Mess ......................12.25 @12.50
said to be somewhat auspiciousof it
INDIAN APOLia
lias been at work on the case for over a per cent, in the amount received for stamps, meetings in a new iron hall specially
1.00
The authoritiesof Grand Rapids, Mich.,
month, and at last traced the missing one to Detroit alone showing a decrease. The Post- arrangedfor the purpose at Islington, Lon- Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ 99
.47* have given orders to the undertakers to take
the above-mentionedplace. She returned master General has ordered that special don. The meetings are proving a great suc- Cobn-No. 2.... ................. at
Oats— Mixed ...................... 28
.28* funeral processionsthrough the back streets.
borne with her father. . .An express agent «t agents shall hereafterbe fiald for their ex- cess.
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MARY CHURCHILL

FAVORABLE EXHIBIT.

A

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

CURSE OF THE NATION.

INTERNAL REVENUE.

A Constantine man

The Deport
The Long-Lost SL Louis

Girl Discov-

ered in an Insane Asylum

in

Die Industrial Condition of

ef the

Utah Commissioners

The Recommendations of Commis-

tlie

Bomb of

Submitted to Secretary Teller.

sioner Evans.

Great Northwest

j

have

She Consents to Faj Her Family a Short

A Favorable Outlook for the Mer- He
chant, the Farmer and the
Meohanio.

Desires a Modification of the

Delating to Vinegar Diitil-

it

slnoo

Laws

trying to got a pat-

the citizens of

Sheboyganwish to

incorporatedas a city.

Miss Belle Mechlino,of Saranac,has sold

Recountingthe Year’s Operations and Hint-

Indianapolis.

la

ent on a new-fangled hen's nest.

ing at Thunderboltsin Reserve.

March 1,

Th«

422 dosen of eggs.

citizensof Hastings continue to hold

,

meetingsin aid of further railroad comThe Utah commission, composed of Alex. munication.
Ramsay, A. 8. Paddock, G. L. Godfrey, A. B.
Pkhiiy Sisson, of Goodland, killed 300 mice

leries.

Visit
[From the Chicago Tribune.]

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue Carlton, and J. R. Pettigrew,have made their while engaged in drawing clover from a field
concludes his long report by statingthat report to Secretary Teller. The dear Intima- of thirteenacres.
although Justified by precedent,he could find tion is that, unless the monogamlo Mormon
David Smith, of Sprlngville, aged 80 years,
no provisionof law which authorized him to Legislatureshall enact laws which will carry
has sold out the home in which ho resided for
make recommendations.However, ho finds out the Edmunds act in the spirit and provide
for the disfranchisement of polygamists,the for forty years, and will return to England.
law enough to make some important reoora
most severe legislation compatible with the
The late soldiers' reunion at Haatlngs is
mandations.One is that the sUtute fixing limitations of the constitutionwill bo recomclaimed to have been the roostextensivepubmended.
Tbo
Commissioners
privately
say
turned from a drive to their home at 1787 plies are hero collated are in nearly all cases the limitation for the prosecution of offenses
that this reserve recommendationis the abo- lic demonstration ever bold in Barry county
against the revenue laws bo reduced from
Morgan street, St. Louis, to discover their
lition of suffrage. They do not expect the
centrally
situated
In
their
counties,
where
five
to
two
years.
This
recommendation
daughter Mary missing. A careful search
Thi lawyera of East Saginaw are thinking
Legislaturewill enact any such laws, so that
revealed the fact that she had taken only the the people coming to court and to pay tholr seems to rest upon the opinion that some
it may be presumed that tho most Important a great deal nowadays on the desirability of
clothing worn at the time, and no money taxes have given their opinions as to the court expenses would be saved if It should bo
adopted. Cases older than two years ho recommendationsfor tho overthrow of polyg- having a Superiorcourt, to relieve the Circuit
other than the few dollars her purse conamy will bo made in a report next January or
tained. Detectives were immediatelyem- good or bad aspects of the times.
claims, are almost invariably lost by the
oourt of Its great press of business.
February.
Three things become at once apparent In Government
ployed. Circularswere sent to all police headAfter
making
a
statement of the former
At Bronson, Brown & MoLollan’s grist mill,
The Commissionersays he has been urged
quarters and detective agencies in the land. casual scanning of the dispatches:
legislation of Congress In relation to bigamy
Reynolds A Williams’planing and saw mills,
Dramatic agencies were notified and the
1. Two or throe of the great crops have to make a proclamation of general amnesty
or polygamy, tho commissionsaid:
to a class of persons whom he calls “small
minutest search made for the missing girl In proven disappointing.
The duties of the commission appertain only and a dwelling and barn, with all their conevery city In the country. Churchill was a
2. An enormous amount of money has distillersin inaccessiblemountain-regions, to matters of registration, and election, and
tents, were destroyed by fire. Total loss,
wealthy merchant and spared no expense to been sent out Vest, which accounts for the generallyknown, however, outside of official eligibilityto oftloe, while tho punishment of the
discover the whereabouts of bis child, but to wonderful developmentof Dakota and that communieatlon, as “Moonshiners."
crime of polygamy Is left, as nnder the former about $20,000; no insurance.
Another suggestion of the Commissioneris law, to the courts of Justice.Under the Antino purpose. She was but 16 years old, had
Tub Postmasterat Sherwood went to Debeen reared In luxury, and there was no rea- ^lie great farming class within the wide that the Internal Revenue lawsdo not extend Polygamy act the commission had good success
son which could suggest itself to the minds compass of this inquiry is wealthy beyond over the Indian Territory. This argument Is at the general election of August, 1883. in ex- troit and introduced himself to Postmaster
based on the treaties. To the suggestionthat cluding polygamistsfrom the poll1*,and as far Codd, who showed him about the Detroit
of her friends why she should have loft her common belief.
as advised very little If any Illegal votes have
home, and the gravest apprehensions wore
Just now the farmers have been touched by extensive frauds might bo committed in that
been cast in Utah since the commlt-slontook postoffloo. Ninety-five persons are on duty
entertained for her safety. It was reported fears of need In consequenceof short crops Territory,if some means should not be procharge of tho registration and elections in Authat the girl had been found murdered In Now In fields here and there, and have restricted vided for enforcing the Revenue laws In it. gust, 1882. Tho enforcement of the present law inside the building, including carriers, and
Mexico, and a detective was dispatched to communicationswith the distributors, and Commissioner Evans suggests that such an auatnst 12,000 polygamistswho have been ex- tho balance duo Uncle Sum for tho last quarthe«sceneof the tragedy only to find that the made close times for the non-producers, out, argument is “only to be addressedto Congress | cja^e(| from the polls shows the set has
ter was over $23,000.
victim was not the mlss'ng girl. Similar re- even with the thrift and caution of the farm- rather than to the Judicial or Executive been fully and successfully executed. It
John Rogers, of Galesburg, died, aged 97
is thought that tho divert mi nation between
ports wore run down with like results In all ers, we see the manufactoriesIn full blast, branch of the Government."
The Commissioner's estimateof the amount those Mormons, who practice polygamy and years 5 months and 18 days. Ho was the
parts of the country. One day, not long ago, and the reader will probably be astonished
> Col. Churchill received a letter from his with the array and the diversity of Industries f the result of taxation caused by the those who do not, while not likely to have much
daughter dated at Indianapolis, Indicating which ho may have believed flourishedonly change in the law will be $13,000,000, but he effect upon elderly men who have already Oldest citizen of Kalamazoo county, and
plurality of wive?, must have locatedIn Galesburg in 1885. He was a penthat she was at the time in that city and in at the intersection of scores of trunk lines.
anticipatesaugmented receipts from distilled
great weight on the young men of tho Terrigood hands, hut would immediatelyleave,
One of the States, Wisconsin, it would spirits,so that the ngregato receipts for the tory, many of whom are ambitious and aspir- sioner for servicesrendered the Government
and that search for her would he useless. De- seem, has never seen flushcr times than n°w. year, unless there should be a turther change ing, and would not like voluntarily to embrace
in tho War of 1812, and had always boon in
tectives were immediately sent to Indianapo- The complaint^ are loudest In Iowa and Mloh- In the Revenue laws, will be $220,000,000.
politicalostracism. The very existence of a law
the bloom of health until a few weeks before
He
recommends
that
the
law
which
authordisfranchising
polygamists
must
tend
todestroy
lis.
,
The attention of Superintendent Fletcher,
For the convenienceof the reader,pains izes vinegar distilleriesbe modified. He says their influencewhenever it is understood it la bis death.
of the State Hospital for the Insane, was at- have been taken to tabulate the answers this privilegeis one which presents to un- to be a permanent discrimination.The fact
St. Johns Independent : A largo rat camo
tracted to a description of the missing girl which accompanied these general rej>ort8. scrupulouspersons a constanttemptation also that it will be necessaryto the preservation
of the politicalinfluence of the "People’s party"
in a city paper, and he was struck with the By this means It Is seen that two-thirdsof together with sufficient opportunity to onInto tho M. E. church and passed up the cen(as the Mormons style themselves)to have >
remarkable closenesswith which It answered the farmers will not sell at the present prices, ghge In tne illicit production of spirits, large body of their meml>era who are not poly- ter aisle and out the back door. Rev. G. C.
the appearance of a domestic at the asylum. which alone leaves a large amount of actual while Its abuse is exceedinglydifficult to
gamists, must tend in time to weaken the pracdetect, owing
the tice of polygamy, for every Mormon who takes Draper saw it while preaching,and, with duo
The girl camo to the asylum about the 1st of wealth in tholr hands. With all this food- prevent
Septemberand asked for employment. She treasure, the tables will make plain that the want of proper safeguards. As the bnt one plural wife loses three votes for hla presence of mind, asked the Janitor to open
was told that there was none to be had for farmers have little need of extra money. In law stands the anomaly Is presentedof one party— his own and those of his two wive* the back door and give the congregationfreah
her about the hospital, at which she burst two-thirds of the towns trade is good. No class of manufacturers, using alcohol In tholr (woman suffrage being establishedby law in
air. l|Jy4 what a panic that rat would have
into tears, and evidenced the bitterest disap- more than the usual trouble, on the average, business, who are allowed to make tholr own Utah).
Concerningplurality of wives, that a doctrine made If only ono woman had seen It.
pointment. Superintendent Fletcher was so is realizedIn collecting, and the merchants alcohol without supervisionor control, while
practice so odions throughoutChrist/ ndora
taken with the girl’s appearance and actions arc In no sense overstocked with goods. The the distillers,who produce alcohol for use In and
should have been upheld so many years against
Palmyra people are again moving in the
that he made a place for her In the Ironing manufactories are practicallyall running on all other trades and kinds of manufacture, the laws of Congress and the sentimentsof the
department of the hospital where she has full time at a good profit. Less than 10 per are watched with constant care and subject- civilized world is one of the marvels of the matter of securing railsood service from the
since been employed. When she presented cent of the whole population labor under ed to rigid restriction.“In my opinion,” nineteenth century, and can bo scarcely appre- Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, which
herself at the hospital she had with her a discouragingconditions. Eighty per cent, of says he, “safeguards to.the revenue which ex- ciated,even by those familiar with the world's they have needed sadly ever since that road
copy of the life of Marie Antoinette,and pur- the correspondents answer the concluding perience has demonstrated to be indispensible history in relation to the dlfflcnlties of Governsued such a course of reading, preferring question of the circular with the word “Hopo- In the one case cannot be omitted with safety ments to controlor suppress religionsfanati- built a track around their village to Ixmawee
In the other. I would urgently recommend cism. Certainly no Government can permit the junction. Gon. Innos, State Commissioner
classical works, books on Grecian mythology
violation of laws under the guise of religioui
and the like, that the Superintendent ‘was
The followingcircular was addressed to the lhat this privilegebo withdrawn. If the law freedom,and, while Congress may not legislate of Railroads,Is of tho opinion that a road cw*
should be so changed as to allow a drawback
convinced from the first that there was a correspondents;
as to mere matters of opinion, yet it may do- bo “legally persuaded"
________
______
________
to „give
tho deserted
to vinegar-makers
for the tax paid on the alhistory connected with the girl and has alIn order to furnish us with information as to
raen<Jn ^latlcn^f^socS duties orsuS | town a station and send trains to and through
lowed her every privilege. She gave her the condition of business in your vicinity,will cohol used by them in making vinegar,tho nounoe
which are
,,
name as Jennie Lockwood.
fV...
yon obtain for us answers to the follow!" opportunitiesfor fraud would be reduced to versiveof good order. Tho right of Convrosi
to
8U'<preHH
this
great
evil
is
undoubted.
It is
When permitted to practice at the piano
the minimum."
Thb
managers
of
tho Grand River Valley
equally
plain
the
dignity
and
good
name
of
this
By the consolidationof collection district*
she played the most difficult classicalmusic, ^represent prices satisfactory to farmers?
What proportion of their productsremains In an annual saving to tho Government of $125,- great Governmentamong the nations of the division of the Michigan Central railroad are
and her conduct In every particularwas such
as to strengthen the suspicion of the Supor000 Is secured. During tho first throe months earth demand such Congressional action as construoting a handsome little frame depot
Arc farmersborrowing more than usual from of tho current fiscal year revenues decreased shall effectually eliminatethis national distendent that Jennie Lockwood, the ironing
grace.
at an exceedingly convenient point to the
$7,929,401.Uhe number of stamps Issued to
girl, was the possessor of a superior educa- banks to carry their stuff?
Tho commission renow tho recommendaIs money tighter or easier than at this time
tion and the petted child of wealthy parents.
Collectors and Agents was 1,032,744,500,rep- tions contained In the report of Nov. 17, 1882, business portion of Hastings,which is a much
,
resenting a value of $162,657,114.
The descriptionof Mary Churchill falling last
notably the one regarding tho enactment of appreciatedimprovement to visitor*and
Is mercantile tondo good t
Tho increased production of manufactured a murrige law by Congress declaring all futunder his observation,he at once noticed the
Are the farmers paying their store bills
citizens, upon tbo present rural station resimilarity, and, without approaching the girl
tobacco and snuff was over 3;000,000 pounds, ure marriages In tho Territorynull and void
increased production of cigars, 186,000,000, unless contractedand evidonoed in the man treat Trains will halt at tho now station
on the subject, notifiedthe police. Thomas ^Arethe stores overstockedwith goods?
Are the manufactoriesin your vicinity run- and of cigarets 98,000,000.The reduction in
J. Gal lager, of the 8t. Louis (Holx-Demoernt,
ner provided by the act. If tho next Legisla- after Nov. 1.
then called at the asylum and Identifiedthe ning on fnll time or half time?
revenue for tobacco caused by tho act of 1H88 ture shall fall to adopt measures in conformAre they making a good profit?
Dr. James 8. Frazer, of West Branch, waa
Is at least $25,000,000.Tho amount of rebate
girl fully, and with her consent her parents
ity with the provisionsof the act of 1882 forthc
The replies are tabulated as closely as pos- claimed on tobacco was $3,725,%13; amosnt suppression of polygamy, the commission accidentallyshot one evening abont dark by
. were notified.
Col. Churchill went to Indianapolis and sible below:
allowed,
“will be prepared to recommend,and Con- Emory Browqcll. They wore hunting about
met his daughter at the Spencer house, the ARE PRESENT PRICES SATISFACTORY TO FARM- The number of distilleriesoperated the last gress certainly will not delay tho adoption ol
year was 5,129, consuming 18,644,787 bushels the most stringentmeasures compatible with two miles east of town. Brownellheard a
meeting being a most affecting one. Strange
ERS ?
Yes. No. of grain. The decrease of spirits produced the limitations of the constitutionthat may nolro in the thicket, but could see nothing,
to say, the young lady positivelyrefused to
was about 32,000,000 gallons. Tho amount of be considered necessary for the suppression and, supposing It to be a bear or deer, fired
return to her home for permanent residence,
10spirits removed in bond for export was 5,826,but left In company with her father to pay a
of this great evil.
13
........... 3
into the bushes with tho above result. Tho
427 gallons; transferred to manufacturing
brief visit to her mother. Her lust words In
9
warehouses, 283,938 gallons; withdrawnfrom
leaving the city were to Dr. Fletcher, whom
ball passed through the groin and perhaps in............5
2.*»
warehouses, 83,291,190; allowed for leakage
she adjured to keep her place for her, for she
flicted internal injuries.
and evaporation,2,291,013;remaining In
would return. She assigned no reasons for
101
...............39
Tntol
warehouses June 30, 1883, 80,449,993.Sevenher actions, but says she can earn her own
Mrs. Tschjunner, tho West Bay City womWHAT PROPORTION OF THEIR PRODUCTS RK- tonths of this is bourbon. There were in
living, and proposes to do so.
. MAINS IN THE1R HANDS?
The
Railway
Mail
ServicePostal
an
arrested several weeks ago for stealing
Large. Av. Small. warehouses Oct. 1, 1883, 78,405,361 gallons;
silk from several businessbouses in Bay City,
withdrawn for export the first three months
Estimates for the EnBURIED ALIYE.
2 of the present fiscal year, 752,880 gallons.
............
5
and who afterwardforfeited her bond and
Wisconsin ...........
1 The distilledspirits in the United States, ex...........
10
suing Year.
went to Windsor, where she was recaptured
6
The Terrible Discovery Made at Stenben- Michigan. ......................
cept what may be in customs bonded wareH
3 houses,the 1st of October, 1883, was nearly
...........
9
and brought home, was released on suspended
ville, Ohio.— A Young Lady’s Horrible Iowa .................
116,000,000 gallons.
Statisticsfrom the Principal Free De- sentence in the Circuit court, she having
Fate.
Noting ihe anxiety with which financial
ance of Mary ChurchUl has at length been signs and portentshave been considered by
solved by the discoveryand complete identifl- the people everywhere, of late, the Tribune
cation of the missing girl in Indianapolis.The bus called upon Its correspondents to furnish
circumstances of the girl’s disappearance are, simultaneously a candid statement of the
briefly, as follows:On the evening of Aug. conditionof trade and manufacturesIn their
19 last Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Churchill re- several localities. The reporters whoso re-
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dispatchfrom Steubenville,Ohio, says:

4HE FARMERS BORROWING MORE THAN UBUAL
Recently the Catholic burial-ground in this ^ FROM THE BANKS TO CARRY THEIR STUFF?
Yes.
city, not being large enough for its purpose,

was abandoned. New grounds were purchased, and Interments are now made In the
latter, west of the clfy. YesterdayFathers
Hartnedy and-Hartley, the pastors of the
church here,' .. with other*, went to the
old cemetery for the purpose of removing tl.a ‘ Iwdy of one Father Dulfy,

who

beeu

Illinois

livery

33

..................................
l5q

She

vice,

Judge Ferris, Second Auditor of the Treas-

about

number

A Kalamaeoo drugfiat is In receipt of a

annual report, exposes the meth- of railway post officeline* in-1888 was 998, an
ods by which the soldiers of the late war and increaseof twenty-four over 1882; the numTotal.
the Government, are being swindled by un- ber of miles of route for which the railroads
IS MONEY TIGHTER OR EASIER THAN AT THIS priced attorneys and agents. He Aya
were paid was 109,827, an increase of 9,264
TIME LAST YEAR?
Tight- Eae- not )me lii ten applicationsfor arrears of fiay over 1882. The number of miles of railroads
er.‘ icr. and bounty possessany merit, and not ono in traveledby clerks was 88,1W),480,an increase
twenty of all those claims is filed upon of 10,488,992.The number of pieces of mall
...... 14
14
suggestion or by voluntary action of claim- matter handled was 3,981,582,280,an increase
6
...... lit
Inriiftna...
...................
ant Tho attorney seeks a client and rep- of 1,429,992 over the preeedlng year. The
6
resents to the Uninformed, mord generally Suportnteridantasks an increase of $818,000
. 0
...... 24
Iowa ...... .................
coloredsoldiers or tholr heirs, that they bava in the appropriation for the railway postal
43 not been paid all that is Justly due •clerks, and $50,000 increase for the postal
them; that some new law or now construeIS MERCANTILETRADE GOOD?
t Yes.- No. tion of existing law entitles them to more Tho estimated amount of postal revenues
16 bounty or further pay. : A small too In ad- for the fiscalyear beginning July 1 next, inIllinois ........
............. ........
« vance is required,generally$2 or $8, some- cluding $430,000 estimated receipts from the
WlMxmrin....-.......
...........
7
times more; in fftet, all that can be got with money-order business,is $47,104,078.Tho espromise no more will be demanded unless timated expenditures for the same time are
Michigan. .......
...... 21
S tho claim be allowed. Tho fee Is paid, the ap- $50,062,189, leaving a defleiertoy in tho reveIowa ......
plicationfiled and in the end rejected. The nue of $2,968,111.The estimatofor the comury, in his

postal-card bearing the following unique

.

,

:

1

1

‘

with age, but upon opening it the remains
brought to view were not those of a male
person, but of a young lady. The body was
not identified by anyone present, but was
shown to be In a remarkable state of preservation, although, no doubt is entertainedof
Its having been there for years. The eyes of
the corpse were open And were of a bluish
color, while the hair was light brown and
curling. The shroud exhibitedevideuce
of time's ravages,hanging in shreds. But
. 4? attorney rarely looks after claims; It docs pensationof Postmasters next year is $12,250the most remarkable discovery was the position of the right arm of the sleeper, which, ARE THE FARMERS PATINO THEIR FTORE-BILLf not pay. He has received his little advance 000, an increase of $3,000,000; for clerks in
PROMPTLY?
fee, and it pays better to hunt up more vic- the postoifioes,$4,900,000,an Increase of $125.instead of lying folded across the hfeast.ot
Yes. • No.
tims. Soldiers are swindled,and, after their 000; for f roe-delivery service, $300,000; railfallingat the side, was drawn around the
21
Tlllnntn .......................
claims are rejected, frequentlyhdo- rtAid mail transportation,$12,750,000, an innock, the palm nearly touching the left side
11
crease of $1,070,000; steamboatroutes, $625•of the face. The conclusionformed by those
1C nounce the Government artd Its offi............
.............
cers, who simply administer the law 000, an increase of $25,000; star routes,$5,present was that she had been buried alive,
...... 10
6
600,000, an increase of $3,500,000;railway
...... 18
1( as they find it Another class of
having been in a trance at the time of her. in- Iowa .............................
worthless claims is constantly increasing, postal service, $1,625,000, an incieaseof $50,terment No one present knew who she was.
...... 72
66 namely, claims for boun ies already paid. In
000; and for railway oostal clerks, $4,295,289,
Total
...................
Father Hartnedy, in a card this evening, says
many of these cases denials of former pay- an Increaseof $818,169.
lie knows nothing of the horrible discovery ABE THE STORES OVERSTOCKED WITH GOODS
Yam Nn ments are made under oath, when the record* The annual report of the Suporintendcntof
which was so freely talked about on the
....... 9
4 2 of Ibis office, authenticated in the highest the free deliveryletter-carrier system shows
TUInolfi ..........................
streets this morning.
....... 5
16
Wisconsin........................
manner known to law and the courts, show that 104 offices, employing 8,880 carriers, were
13
....... 4
conclusivelypaymentswore made years ago. in operation at tho close of tho fiscal year
PERSONAL
16
....... 2
Perjury is sometimes added to forgery,and ended June 30, 1883. During tho year
25
the lapse of time since tho war increases tho 1,324,627,701 pieces of mall matter were deThe Princess of Wales is becoming dbaf.
livered and collected, an increase of nearly
113 chances of success to tne forgers and perTotal...,.
.......
The best aurist doctors are unable to suggest
iurera. Should these rtcords be destroyed, 16 per cent, over the number of pieces
ARE
THE
MANUFACTURERS
IN
YOUR
VICINITY
remedy.
find such a calamity is not beyond a possi- handled the precedingyear., Tbo cost of
RUNNING OF FtJJ, JTDIE OR HALF TOO?
Half. bility, the Government certainly would be the service for tho year was
A recent work of Mr. Bret Harto is now
$3,173,3:16, an increaseof more than 29
4 defrauded out of millions of money.
35
’being published In a Russian translation as Illinois ....... ........................
|

........

‘ A

cars.

^

,

,

.

.

.

.

,

...

..........

Wisconsin......... ...........

L.U.Ia*.

Total ..............

'

1

**

Indiana.
' The health of Herbert Spencer Is improv- Michigan .....
ing.’ He has resumed work, and nearly com- Iowa .........................
•pleted the third volume of his work on aool•ology.

In tho year of 1837 the Michigan Central
railroad completedit* track as far west

from Detroit

u

was intended to
have the cars enter Ypsllantl on a certain
day, and a grand excursion was given from
Ypsllantl,

It

Detroit to the other terminal
happened,

on

point A*

it

the day of the excursion the

road was completedonly to within five mites
of Ypsllantl,

but the

stringers on

tlee were laid and tbo

which the strap

rails were

fastened were in place. The train was run,

..

':

rfeuilleton in tho 8L Petersburg GaxetU,

•

»

•

....

.

message: “Dear BIr, Seeing in your card
me a notice of your book on tilted
’Advice to mothers oonoernlng' disease of
women k children,’ which please send me
•ample oopy* P. 8. If yon can eend any extra
ones for the needy, let them oome, yours
truly -- —
B. of all things, the best
is, is thy soul saved? if not, why not? now la
the accepted time, delay no longer. Prepare
to meet tb^ God. Meet me It heaven, see.
These. 5:28, Matt 5:8.”
hand to

1

....

kleptomaniac. She furnished bond*
sum of $1,000 to appear at the Decem-

a

ber term of court.

has submitted bis annual report to

Postmaster General Greehgm. The

is

in the

Supt. Thompson, of the Railway Mail Ser-

The Methods of UnprincipledAttorneys-

Indians ........ * ...... .. ............. .. »
Michigan..*. ............ ..............‘
Iowa..... ...............................

had f
buried
eighteen"’ years. One ’ of the party bad been
a poll-bearerof the deceased.He thought
he knew tbe right grave, and said the remains
•were ih a metallic casket. When the tfrave
was opened a tnetalllccasket was found rusty

pleaded guilty several day* ago to larceny.

Offices.

PENSIONS.

3
1

I®
21

AMONG OUR EXCHANGES.

1

Champaign county, 111., has 50,000 bushels

........

........

however, and when it reached the end of the

completedtrack, efforts were made to ran
over the wooden stringers with the engine.
This proved to be a failure, and two of tho
employes working on the road took their
teams and hauled tho train theremainlngflvo

mites. The next day the rails wore laid and
the engine took the train back. Warren
Crothers,of this village,was the owner of one

of the teams which drew the train to Ypsllantl.
pqr cent, over tho cost for 1882. The avefttge
cost per piece for the matter handled was S —Saranac Local.
4-10 mills, an increase of 1-10 of a mill per
Tor some weeks past a terrible epidemic of
piece over the cost the previous year. The
; typhoid-feverhas.raged among the pupils of
excess of postage on local matter over the
total cost of tho service was $1,021,894. There St 'John’s German Parochial school In Adri-

ARE THEY MARINO A GOOD PROFIT?

--------

Zola’s works have never been translated
•4u England, consequently theroiis a laipe demand arising for tho American editions ol
-.them.

Yes.
.......................
;....*!
Wisconsin .............................
17
Indiana .............
.............. 12

Michigan
.....

'

An

official high up in the’ railway world
wrote to Charles Wyndara for his autograph.

Iowa .......

'The comedian sent back this epigraph:
'“Railways in their way are autocrats. They
teach every man to know his own station and

WHAT

:to stop

‘

there." ;

Madame Waddi^oton, wife

’

of the

..........

....

-

16.

.............

Total.....* ....... ...... ......... 9«
.

IS

ft

French nilnols.

‘„

;

i

;

THE FEELING ABOUT THE FUTURE?
DiS-

Hope-

91

the

Uncer- oour-

lul

tain.

.17

.....

......

and 268,819,847newspapers.Tho following , 1100(1 °ft'0
table shows the aggregate number of pieces have occurred, and as many as twenty cast's
of mail matter handled at a number of tho Bre now under treatment Dr. Lyater, of
A sheldrake, said to bo the prettiest bird principal cities:
Detroit President of the State Board of
In America, was recently killed near Pltte- Baltimore....39,212,496 New Orleans.11,763,960
Boston.
.......
93.687.oia: New York ..... 2M.S90,064 Health, has made a critical examinationof
ford, N. Y.
European irumlgratlon to the ArgenUne Brooklyn..... 34,816.4 17. Omaha. ....... 4.5MS-33 the promisee, and attributes the entire
Republic is increasing*. Last year the arrivals numbered 51,00U.
Cleveland.,... 20,110, «7i;Rt. Louis ..... 46,676,469 the water of which bae been taken for anColumbu*,
ColnmbttA,O.. 6,622, 634 St «-Paul ...... *.««..
9,193,21*
A single pumpkin vine on the farm o< Dr
alysls. The soil of the yard Is said to be
O.... 6,436,442Bsh Francisco24,727,771
W. M. Clark, six miles south of Nashville, Dsyton,
.
..............
18,015,468, Sandusky, O. 499,697 fairly saturated with feculence from conDetroit.
bore sixty-ninepumpkins.
Indianapolis.. 11,263,929:8prtogfield,0
2,185,769 tagious privies,drains, and stables.Tho
16,600,264Toledo, 0 ..... 7,010,801
“A religious crank" is suing a Hartford Louisville.
(Ct.) paper for $7,000 damages for libel in Milwaukee....13,863,372Washington.. 16,281,674 Trustees dosed the school sometime ago, but
Nashville*....6, 831, 909 Zanesville, O. 1,603,626 whave steadily maintained the well as pure.
illuding to blm in the above manner.

The priest* of BrltUoy have ordered the
BretOfl girls not^o sell their hair.

,

I8

VI
....... 10
8
Ig>nflQ», ii the daughter of
' InvOUHHI.• •• ••••••••••
2
late Charles king, presidentof ^Columbia col- Indiana v,.t
2
Michigan..
lege, and a granddaughterbf Rufus Kifag,
.19 / • ..
one of tho framers of the constltutioaof the Iowa .........
United States and afterward American MinisTotaliter at London.

Ministerin

on accout of lack of water.

Illinois....

aged.

O..

—

—

1

*

->V

"Will your ftitk go as

EoiLAiai;i»r,irew5.
*JS55r.M
WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor.

high

flfi.OOO

»

3 IT

SnclEtoVtatoWn.
The

greatest

.......

medical wonder of

world. Warranted to

^

speedily cure Barns,

"What move have you made in regard

Saiurday, November

Bruises. Cuts, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Cancers, Piles, Chilblains, Corns,
tO
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and alt skin erup"Ha, bat I thought you' Would reach
tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance,
the question of shops. I know it lies dear or money refunded. 85 cents per box. A
to the heart of every MarshatIUe. Yes, I positivecure for piles. For sale by H.

1883.

10,

In conformUj Kith » ttme-honorodouttoaa. Mi-

by many wcred aMocUUona,

detred to os

I,

have them, for

eiah W. BeROio, Governor of the State of Michi-

and

gan, do hereby appoint Thnreday, the 19th day of

November, 1868, u a day of public Tbankeglvlng
and Pralee to Almighty God.
It eeeme proper that at the fhlllng of the leaf,
when the ripenedfralta of labor are gathered, we
should reverentlypah**, and from oar hearthstones and temples of worshipoffer oar gratefal
thanksgivings to the Qlvqrof every good gift for
the blessings of the crowned year.
Industry and frngalltyhave been rewarded ; the
interestsof religion, temperance,and education
have been advanced ; our marveloas Increase in
population and wealth has not affeetedthe integrity of our free Institutions,the scars inflicted by
evil war have been healed, and a growingsentiment of fraternal concord and loyaltyto the flag
prevailsamong all the States of oar once Imperiled
Let ns observe this ThanksgivingDay with such
and religionsobservances as tend

social festivities
to

cement the ties of family and

friendship,and

of

shops. Marshall will Walsh.
I promised them to her
A new

always keep

I

"Now, Mr.

my

answer

road north to the

you

straitsof

we get the proper encouragement.

Mr. Cummings is already

so.

once

the idea that he haa

pleased with

or twice fallen

trade

we

do

could

for

to

more blessed

those lumbermen.

give than to receive."

my

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set

hand, and cansed the great seal of the State to be
affixed at

the

of Lansingthis 1st day of No-

city

vember, 1888,

JOSIAH W. BKGOLB, Governor.

for

"When

you come to take through
Michigan towns won’t
you be crippled by having no outlet at
Toledo?”

ter

Secretaryof State.

dear sir,

now. The

we

are at that very mat

Pennsylvania Central, the

Wheeling A Lake Erie and the Baltimore

THE XI0H1GAR * OHIO BAILHOAD.
The

manufacturing intereststo locate.”

"My
CONANT.

A.

$etc

Holland, Mich., Oct.

A Ohio

all wish to capture our through

THEE

STJIsr.

and we can secure extremely

favorableterms with either. It will not

NEW YORK,

1884.

GOOD HEWS!
for

npl

Taa Sun is, and will continue to he, a news
paper which tells the truth withoutfear of consequences, which gets at the facts no matter how
Oommcn Gounc 1,
much the process costs,which presents the news
of ull the woild without waste of words and in the
Holland, Mick.. Nov. 8, 1881.
moat readable shape, which ia working with all its
The Common Connr.llmet pursuant to the call heart for the cause of honest goverument, and
of the Major.
which thereforebelieves that the Republican
Members present: Major Beach, Aldermen Har- partyraust go, and must go In this coming year of
rington,Ter Vree, Williams,Benhema, Kramer,
Workmen, Bind, Nyland.and the Clerk.
If you know The Sun, you like it already, and
The Mayor stated that the object In callfn* the you will read It with accustomed diligence and
meeting was to consider the proposition of clunk- profit daring what Is sure to be the most Interesting the construction of the tower In the engine ing year in its history. If you do nut yet know
house and council rooms so as to admit of the The Sun, It is high time to get into the snnihino.
placing of a clock in the tower at some future time
If deemed necessary or advisable, the citizens
Terms to Hail Sabaeribors.
having agreed to pay the amount necessanrto
The several editions of Ths Bun are sent by
make such change; and for any other business mail,
postpaid, as follows :
that might come before the meeting.
PAlLY— 50 cents a month, a year; with SunTbl reading of the minates were dispensed with
day edition,tland the regular order of business suspended.
SUN DAY— Eight pages. This edition furnishes
The Chief Engineerof the Fire pepartment rethe current news of the world, special articles of
ported that on Friday morning. Nov. 2, 1888, the
exceptional Interestto everybody, and literary regrain leather finishing shop of the Cappon
views of new books of the highestmerit. $1 a
Bertsch Leather Co. was destroyedby tire ; estiyear.
mated loss, $14,000; Insured for $5,500.
a year. Eight pages of the best
A petitionwas received from K. J. Harrington
and aixty-oneothers, asking the Cooncil to make matter of thn dally issues; an agricultural departsnch change in the tower of the building now be- ment of unequalled value, special market reports,
ing erected by James Huntley lor the city, as and literary, scientific, and domestic intelligence
would admit the placing of a suitable City Clock make The Weekly Sun the newspaper for the
with four dials. In said tower, at an elevation of fanner’s household. To clubs of ten with ten dolabont seventy feet from the sidewalk, and agree lars, an extra copy free. Address
1. W. ENGLAND. Publisher.
ing if said change was made, to pey to James
The Sun, N. Y- City.
Hnntley, or inch person as the Common Council
might designate, the respective sums set oppoelte

A. Latcha, C.

K.

Cummings and Wm. B. Howard, direetprs
and members of the contractingfirm of
Brown, Howards Co., James E. Neale,
general counsel, M. D. Carrington, of Toledo, and C. E. Buxton, chief engineer of
the Ohio Central, whose duty

it

was

to ex-

amine and report on the acceptance or

re-

jection of the work performed by Brown,

Howard & Co. They

arrived here at

noon, and taking on board Wm. H. Beach,
assistant chief engineer, and Geo.
Ingersol),

a member of the

board of di.

rectors, proceeded to Allegan. After a
short stop there the train started on the re-

turn trip, reaching Marshal at 6 p. m.
The officers were met by a number of
Marshal’s representative citizensand con-

dnetedto the Forbes house, where a

tine

supper was served. In

the evening

Messrs

Latcha, Neale and C.

R Cummings (the

gentleman with hia friends owning

latter

tiona of American men and

meeting in

a

the parlor.

[orricuL]

giving an extra discount to all

W£EKLY-$1

tition.

names.
The following was also presentedwith the pe,

Now

is

the chance

Farmers.

for

i

through the
j

finest

Now,

J&S

W

ip

think

it

runs

list in payment for all work necessaryto
said above change In the tower.*
'•*

Our popular wagon manufacturer

farming lands in Michl-

Mr. Cummings

make

m

James Hitntlet.
On motion of Aid. Harringtonthe petition was

there, ” point- accepted.

J, Flieman

On motion of Aid. Kramer, to lay the petition
fg to the capitalist, "thought my descrip- upon the table, the vote wm as follows:
Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap aa
Yeas:— Williams. Kramer. Workman,Boyd and anybody sell them in Zeeland,aud claims that
lion
tion of
of the country too highly colored, Nyland. Naya:— Harrington,Ter Vree. and Ben- they are a
and was longing to take a look at It. kema. Yeas, 5; nays, 8.
,

Well, the result

la

that he

la

Eden.”

calls it a veritable land of

”How much

convinced and

Connell

adjourned.
--

of the line remains unbal-

v

,

GKO. H.
--------

81

-daeO**'

PP, City Clerk.

—

*>

Better wagon in everyway,

V'!-

Glrarck Itoaan wltk the Bfrloia for

and will not ba omderaold by mnjamm.

lasted?’’

First Reformed Church, Rev; N. M.
"But a very few miles, and those will Steffens,Pulor. Services at 9:80 a. in.,
be ballasted this month.”
and 2 p.m. Hunday School 8:80. Weekly
" What point willte the western term- prayer meeting with the Third Reformed
Church, on Thundav, at 7:30. aad Bible

Innsf*

we hare not as yet decided, though it will tion.” Morning, "God** everlasting love
doubtless be Allegan for the present. the ground of Hi* loving kindness.” AfThere Is a strong probability tbit we shall ternoon, "The relation between faith and
use the Chicago
to

Gall

and Examine.
of

Also keep* on hand a line

Expoaiiiun on Wedoeadity7:80 p. m.
a question upon which Subject*: "Doctrine* of the Reforma-

“ Well, that Is

&

Grand Haven,

righteoasnei*.”

West Michigan track

though, there has been

some talk of building an Independentline

Hope Reformed Church— Service* at
10:80 a. m., and 7:30 p.m. Preaching by
the Pastor, Rev. Thoma* Walker Jones.

from Allegan to Saagatook. We shall Subjects : Morning, "Purpoae and power
of the crucified Redeemer.” Evening,
have a meeting soon of. the board of
"Work and character of Martin Luther.”
directorsand settle the matter."

ANT)
Open and Top

that they

Aad

a fine

Buggies,

stock of

SQDABE AND SWELL BOOT COTTERS.
And a nice assortment of Buggies for Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

ALSO

Congregationalsinging led by the choir.

have opened negotiations for the

pnrohaae of the Michigan A Ohio?"

"None whatever.Wo
even so

much

have never had

as a proposition

from them

on the subject. While we
friendly relations wlib them,

it

maiotain
is not tor

the purpose of selling out.”

"Would the compaoy sell

if they got q

good offer?”
"It Is tbuibiful,for we have,

made

arrangements to operate the line.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Paator.—
Services at 9:80 a m., and 2 p. m. Sunall
day school at 3:15. Prayer meeting at
We 7 :80. Wednesdayevening, explication of

AGENT FOR

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.

J. FLIEMAN.
Holland, Mich., April 14, 1888. 20-ly

IN THE

AND—

DRY G00BK8T0RE
C.

STEKETEE

&

BOS,

the

price,

and

if offered U,

a

Its

sale generally

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.
J. A. De Bruyo. Paator. Services at 9:80
a. m., 2 and 7:80 p. m.

place.

”

-

•• •

_

XDR/Y

GOODS
&

R

..rsr&ia

m

&

D RINGS

O N

also keep on band a large assortment of

SPECTACLES

wnw

IS

'.V

the Goods are warranted
to bejust as represented.;

THE TIME FOR GOOD BARGAINS.

J.

BOSMAN,

W.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

10,

1883.

Cmne and examine our stock. No

a6-8m.

trouble to show Goods.

BREYMAN.

O.

Holland. Mich.. Jan. 1, 1882. 48-lr

G.

Van Patten & Sons,
Hare opened

s

completeHue of

FALL AND

WINTER

SCROFULA DRY ROODS,
and

all

consisting of

scrofulous diseases,Sores, Erysipe-

Eczema, Blotches, Ringworm, Tumors, Carbuncles, Boils, and Eruptions
of the Skin, are the direct result of an
impure state of the blood.
To cure these diseases the blood roust be
purified,and restored to a healthyaud natural condition.Avbk's Sarsaparillabaa
for over forty years been recognizedby eminent medical authorities as the meet pow
erful blood purifier in existence.It frees
the system from all foul humors, enriches
and strengthens the blood, removes all traces
of mercurialtreatment,aud proves itself a
completemaster of all scrofulous diseases.
las,

Dress Goods,
Flannels, and

Table Linen
A large assortment of

^

which we

will

dispose of at reasonable prices.

-‘—Our stock of—

—

“Some months

ago 1 waa troubled with0

scrofulous sores (ulcers') on tny legs. The
limbs were badly swollen and inflamed, and
the sores discharged large quantities of
offensivematter. Every remedy 1 tried
failed, until 1 used Aykk’s Sahsapakilla,
of which 1 have now taken three botllee,
with the, result that the sores are healed,
and my general health greatly
’ Impr
Improved.
I feel very grateful for the good your

medicine Inis done me.
Yours respectfully,Mrs

is

of the finest qnalitv: we slso have Gents'
Hose of all kinds.
—

German

full

line of—*—

Knitting Yarns.
A fresh stock of

XX G'niHAX.”
Sullivan 8L, New York, June M, 1882.

14*

A

A

slwsye on bahd.

GT

All persons Interestedare Invited
to call on Mrs. O’Brian; also upon the
Rev. Z. P. Wilde of 78 East 84th Street.
New York Cltyy who will take pleasure
In testifying to the wonderfulefficacy of
Aver’s Sarsaparilla,not only In the cure

G.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

Holland. Mich., Sept. 20.

1888.

of this lady, but In his own case and
many others within his knowledge.

AYER’S

The well-knownwriter on the Boston Herald,
B. W. Bi LL, of Bochester, X.U., writes,June

Ague Cure

T,

W2:

llsving suffered severely for some years
with Kctema, and having failed to Und relief
from other remedies. I have mads use, during
the past three months,of Avan's Sarnaparilla. which has effected a complete cure.
I considerIt a magnificentremedy lor all
blood diseases."
“

eontalas an aatldato ft>» an malaria! tisordmwbleh.sofar askaoira.isuBSdlB no ether

remedy. U eoutalns ao Quinine, nor any nlneral
nor deleterious substancewhatever, and eoaaequently produces no injurious effect apoa the eoa-

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
stimulatesand regulatesthe action of the
digestiveand assimilative organs, renews
and strengthen! the vital forces,and speedily
cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheumatic Gout, Catarrh, General Debility,and
all diseases srisiugfrom an Iwpovcr l 'it or

was before the attaek.

WK WARRANT AYER'S AGUS CURB

It is

to

ears every oeae of Fever and Ague, Intermittent

er Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Bilious Fever, and liver Complaint caused by
malaria. In earn of failure, after due trial, dealers are authorised, by our circular dated July
1st, 1682, to refund the money.

Dr.

J.

0. Ayer A Co., Lowell,
SoUbyaUDruggieta.

Mew.

incomparablythe cheapest blood medi-

on account of Its conoentrstedstrength,

aud great power over disease.-

Dissolution Notice.

PREPARED BY

J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mail.

Sold by all Druggists;^rioe $1, six bottles

The co-partnership heretofore existing betwees
William C. Melts tlid John Do Boer h>& this day
been dissolved by mutual consent. The huslneM
will be beresfler conductedby John De Boer.
Dated October Ifi, 1883.
WM. C. If ELIS,
:

1883.

FALL AND

J.

DEBOER.

WINTER. 1884.

CLOAKINGS AND FANCY GOODS,
BONNETS. HATS* FEATHERS.
POMfONS, BIRDS’ WINGS, ORNAMENTS. LACES, NECKWEAR, VELVET, SATIN, MOURNING

Also a very large and aewrted stock of

Which we intend to keep as completeas posMethodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. sible embracing all the the latest aad beet made
George, Pastor Services at 10010 a. m., fabrics.
"Haa the abrek been issued yet?”
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday scIkniI at 12 u.
"No; U will not be until after our next Prayer meeting, Tiiurmlay evening at 7:80. Crockery, Stone
filassware.
netting; then U will be divided and be Quarterly meeting: Preaching on Salurday at 9:89 p. m. Ret.
C. Crawford,
IN
Ukes

HT

ever displayed in this City.

All

NOW

Dr.

NEW

GROCERY
^

possible. But tbeo every road has

ID I A.

FELL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

cine,

requisiteamount of roilincstock at works

motives will be turned out at speedily as

Rea-

The largestassortment of

corrupted condition of the blood, si.. tok-

the Bible at 7:30. Subjects: Morning,
oitleconerorMTer&Iliasti.
"Justificationby faith in relation to Dr.
Can now be found, not alone a complete atock
Luthers Hie and works.” Afternoon, of Gntceriea.-alwara
of the Freshest and Purest,
in New York state,- and also with the "The desth of Christ an offering for our bnt also all kinda of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Eta. Etc. ,
Pnilman company in Illinois. The loco- sios."

have contracted for the building of

Silver Watches at

sonable Prices.

I will stll

ened vitality.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, "The joy of the Lord
i* your thought.”Afternoon,"The just
yhail live by faith.” In the evening their
will lie a anion service of the First and
Third Churches to Commemorate the Reformation by Luther, when an hiatorioil
address will be delivered by Rev. D.
Broek,

Faitj Soils,

titution, but .leave* the system as healthy as It

" By the way, Mr. President, you spoke Ail are welcome.

Third Reformed Chnrcb— Rev. D.
of the Chicago A West Michigan company. la there any truth iu the report Broek, Pastor. Service* at 9:80, a. m.,
and 2 p. tn. Sunday School at 8:4ff.

ui

-

A Recent Cure of Scrofulous Sores.

for inpport during his affliction. Mr.

They

Siltinrin, HiUnn,

—and a—

"how

than piet
pleased with it.

of

REDUCED PRICES!

A

To the Uon. the Mayor and Common Council of the
The Newt correspondentwas presented City of Holland:
Gkntlkmin:— Having been Informed that at a
to President Latcha by Engineer Bach.
meetingof the Council it was suggestedthat a
"Well, Mr. President,” interrogated the change be made in the construction of the tower
part of the City hnlldlugrow, in the course of
•pendlist,
are the officers pleased erection,to allow ol the placing of a. clock; and also that a snbscriptlon list has been In ciiculatlon
with the new line?”
to raise the earn of one bandred dollarsin order to
Bracing himself against a wall hard by make said change.
No# therefore,I, James Huntley, contractor for

Latcha replied, "Wpy, sir, they are more

STORE

women.

their

two-thirdsof the road) held

the CLOTHING

I

every bnycr of a copy of The Sun daring the
past year has spent only one hour over It, aud If
If

New*.

follows: President J.

at

DIAMONDS,

W. B0SIAN. Gold and

J.

inspection.The

of passengers was as

all

gone ont of onr establishmentdaring the past
twelve months.
If yon were to paste end to end all the columns
of all Tbb Buns printed and sold last year you
would get a continuousstrip of Interesting information, common sense, wisdom, eonnd doctrine,
On account of the poor crops this year
and sane wit long enough to reach from Printing
House square to the top of Monnt Copernicus In
the moon, then hack to Printing House square,
and then three-quarters of the way back to the
moon again.
Bat Ths Sun is written for the inhabitants of
at greatly
the earth: this same strip of Intelligencewould
Irdle the globe twenty-seven or twenty-eight

gsge, dining and palace cats, for a tour of
list

BANGS.

16-ly.

Jewelry, Watches,

lines.

business,

d>

Otto Breyman

the newly completed be decided at present, hut I really must his wife or his grandfatherhas spent another
hour, this newspaper in 1683 has atlbrded the huMichigan railroad, the Michigan & Ohio, leave you and attend to business. How- man race thirteen thonsaud years of steady readitarted from Toledo last Saturday morn, ever, you have got all the informationI ing night and day. It is only by littlecalculations
these that yon can form any Idea of the circaam at liberty to give to the public, and 1 like
latlon of the most popular or American newsing by a special train consisting of bagwill bid you good evening.”— Cbr. Eve. papers. or of its Influence on the opinioue and acofficers of

1888.KBEMEB8
v

10th,

^rtitcrtiscmcnts.

a capital place

freight from these

By the Governor:

HARRY

aud will be

them prepared

•Dealer in-

Yes, we shall buiid that line, but just
when we shill commence on it I am unable to say. However, it will be just as

at the junction

?

and are agents for the Sherwln Williams Prepared Paints.

dqes this, and think what a carrying

as

the general details. Marshall will be right

is

.

BRUSHES, PAINTS, OILS, AND VARNISHES,

Ladies, remember that D. Bertsch keeps
and the northern extension the main everything in the line of Knit goods, from
one. It will run through aa fine a country Infants Booties to Ladies’ Skirts. 40-

men. Let

ing the words of Him who said "It

:

f

also carry a full stock of

line

soon as we get this to running and settle

broadest charity in thought and deed, remember-

„

We

Into the error of calling this the branch

foster a spirit of brotherly kindness toward all
it be a day for the exercise of the

Wm. C.

Mel Is, of this place,
haa aasigned his property and credits to
to me for the benefit of his creditors, all
those that owe Metis are requested to
come and pay their debts to me, at my
office In Van der Veen’s block.
G. J. Dikkema, Assignee.

from here?”
"Yes; that road will undoubtedly be
built, if

at u

Low Prices as any Dealer in the Slate.

Notiee.
Whereat

in

_Rd[eci£di±ies.
_

•

give us

Mackinaw

wish

and

's.

in regard to the

may

you

lot of Ladle*’ and Childrens Bring your Physician’sPrescriptions to us )f you wish to have
promptly and carefully and at moderate prices.
Cloaks just received at Bertsch
40-

word.

President, usn

as satisfactoryan

article

the line of

will tell you about

Jo-

Union.

EIGHTH STREET,
OppositeVan Raalte’a shoe store, will fqrnish yorf With any

BhopiPl^^

ThiakvlTi&s Proclamation,

BJLKTGS,

Sc

the

GOODS, CRAPE.
Cloaking, Fur Trimming, Circulars, Ulsters,DdIiiUo*, Jackets.
Infants’ Cluuks and Clothinga Specially.

tr
der'

r,i’'

~

^n'--'--;

Mr. R. Kanters is expected to
home from Chicago to-day.

JOHINGS.
Tax

time

Wr

approaching.

is

have had beautifulweather this

Ninth street

of

is nearly

Tbb Lake Shore Commercial,of Saugamanaged to live sixteen years.

the Chicago and

West Michigan R’y,

of

—
baby put
Mr.

- News

.V

The

little girl

*

owners are

Eugene Bbbtman and

on

George,

at the residence

Yon

Editor Hike,

of the Lowell Journal,

into1

a>U
wo

all well satisfied.

y

meeting as business of importance is
to be transacted.
this

opened

{

independent line. The road

as an

154 miles in length and runs at present

is

from Toledo, Ohio, to Allegan,Mich.
this

week we had

by

telephone, from our office

Grand Rapids,

waygo,

tbe pleasure

persuaded to

is almost
or three

ne

Ionia, Lansing, and Ne-

.

endeavor

in our

m .

,

An

.

with

to "talk”

_

who

Is

young

of our

ladles

was caught

and

lifelike

a

ait.
On

is

master of the taxidermic

_

next Monday, Nov.

12,

both

In the

afternoon and evening, there will be gen-

advertiseme

Church of Zeeland, Mich., in

of Mr. J. Flieman, our enterprising wagon

last

streets this

week. The injured arm is
and^ohn will undoubtedly

slowly healing

gain the use of

it

figures.

Give him

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

The

-last

The

little Dutch oily

of Holland

always on hand.

Newt says^dbout
week Friday morning

smoke.” Yes, and

goes up in

telephone exchange and communication
larger place, has only

a few

time

is

sued

the fiddle

Ess,

Martin Luther, the

ilebratedreformer of the 16th century,

has been proposed in various sections

f

week

£.

now

are

I with the

will be presented

from some of the

a

reference to our

pulpits of our city, as

giving full particulars as

Call

“Dutch

connected by tclephoni
jphomH

outside world. All parties from

lowing Machines,

Work done

with

A subscription psper was circulated in

week for the purpose of
tower on the oew City Hall

this city this

The lumber manufacturers of Grand

'

Rapids seem

to have

than Allegan.

'heeler& Wilson, Singer,

and the White,

rejffieh to

draw his

own

conclusions.

-

case of Henry >Dalman against

Remmelt Koning, of Ovteiael, for damages for seduction of Dolman’s minor
daughter, was before theciKuit court of

.

Allegan Countv

Nov. 16. These

I

and

returned an nine, ren-

dering a verdict iu Dalman’s favor, award-

ing $1,200 damages.

Thu

is

we same

case, nearly, as to tbe facts Involved

Koning
me Allegan Journal and Tribune, In which Mr.
Koning sued for damages for libelXand
was beaten. This, second conviclidn of
touching Kooing’sguilt, as that of

against D. C. Henderson,editor of

*

;

„

Aid Society
and are proving a marked success, socially and financially. A large number
were present at the one held last month.
No doubt next week another pleasant
the direction of the Ladies’

vited.

'

—

has been

show that they are
venient for our
in the

uselbl,

city, as for

aud

as

any other city

most unenviable poiitioi

nod will be accepted by most people

to tbe

supreme court, hoping

aa^

to get

new trial. Ik was the opinion of
that the jury

Prop's

Havtag latelyre-opened ths "City Meat Market’’
wa kindly Invite the sltlaens

of this city to give ns a “call."

-‘-And the-*

Estey, Chase,

Intend to keefi onr market .applied witk the

best and choicest meats that can be procured.

Tailor & Fallow,

GFLCar
call, examine

aifl

A3XT

S

Ws make

in

/

goods, and aacertatn pricea

and ean assure onr patrons that the Laid par
chased sf os, Is perfectly pare and of fine qiSUdy.

terms before purchasingelsewhere.

GBO.T. McULURE,

Stale. There are at present twelve

"phones” placed

G.J.YAN DURKK AGO.
15.
t-

Ctf; of Eleventhand Hirer streets,

our town as follows:
IT-ly

1888.

Holland. Mich.. Feb.

Holland, Mich

kanters & sons.

WM. TEN HAGEN
dealer in~—

>

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

dealers in

AND'-*-- *

,

ted that three more will be put in dur-

iS‘tbe comiog

We

week for as

many

expect to see

STOVES,

su

twetfty

CHOICE LIQUORS

by January 1, 1884.

-'-FINE-'-.

le

last

ten days.

On

last

banking firm of Rice ft Mesamore of

HARDWARE,

ETC.

would

•Robioaon, of Massachusetts, a majority of
10,101 over Butler, while

Ames

for lieutenant governor.

Abbett is

ed governor of

New

Jersey

couple their congratulationsand were
generouslysupplied with cigars.

1888.

by 7,500 ma-

New York have obtained

Don’t fall to drop into my pltce

NEW

ENTIRELY

a

of.

seduction was

Hollaed, Mich., May
design and operation.

We

and commodions

In some
Koning fur bastardy
been made as yet.

It is

very nett

“NEW

10,000 majority, while the

Vov€rmir, by a majority of 8,000 or

but no arresta have

be republicananJ tbe h»Ute democratic.

A

Cloth
Is

is

shoot all threshed. The average yield

about two bushels per acre. Some of our farm-

chose Robert Me Lane, demo- ers have upward of

more

It is

believedthat tbe senate will

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

EDI

&

HWOll

IDEAL’’ Estimates given

—

claimed for tbe repub-

crot,

1868. 14-ly

be convinced.

‘**eeedere,rlT-re>
‘

Tan full term of school In the Bed SchoolMoatf,
Urkm Harrington Teacher, cloees next week.

Missis-

reached by the Aral ballot. There

10,

request the

public to call and examine and

a
bnlldlng. ^ The

ceiving the finishing tenches.

Miss

talk of prosecuting

TEN HAGEN.

eomptonsly.

Tun new chnrch built by the

10,000.

other republican candidates have 19,000.

Mam and

Wm.

Duoki are quite plenty end ye local sportimeni
fere
-js

Out fanners tamed oat In n body rocentty and'
licans by 20,000 majority. Connecticut labored lor one day npalilng the road on the
quarter line over Pine Creek. This to the road
tchose a legislaturelo which the republithat was so badly damaged by the “freshets" of
will have on joint ballot a majority
Imi summer. The work was done In addition to
60. Minnesota is claimed for Governor their regular highway labor.
is

bwi-

ON EIGHTH STREET.

produce.

Nebraska by a majority of
Four-fifthaof the members of tbe

of

Bakery,

It bears tbe old rellabie name, but is

Mn. A. Bosma has finished shipping his grspes.
Mr. Bosma makea more money from his six or
seph B. Carr, governor, Ubt the democrats seven acres of vlnyard than the average farmer square coal stove proved a perfect success
seem to have secured the minor state does from eighty acres of land devotsdsntlrely to
last year aud has not been altered.
farm
— _
offices. Democraticgains in Virginia
Doos killed and mangled several sheep belong^
give the legislature to that party by large
Inn to Arnold De Feytcr of this place, and J.Knlte*
majorities,denting a death blow to the as- of Holland, one night this week. Justice Fred. L.
pirationsof Senator Mahone. Reese, re- Boater held the >>inqnestn tor both parties. Tbs
publican, is elected supreme court Judge dogs mast go.
in

eouoectioBwith my placE Df basineci.

oetfi, one door eset of the City

Lake Shore Items.

elect-

ture by five majority on joint ballot. The
republicans iu

day evening. The couple are old residents of this place. Keppel la 78 years
while bis wife la 68 years of age. Some
of the young men paid him a visit on his
wedding night and tendered the aged

n&

has 18,000

jority,and the democrats hold the legisla-

many Hibbard by

disagree, but agree-

ment as tothfe charge

in

Our citizensare greatly Indebted to Mr.
8. Brouwer for keeping bis laloon closed
ft Sawyer, extensivelumber dealers, of on market day.

_

large and very floe

POOL BOOH

Cadillac. On Tuesday the paper of Kellogg

t(

A

call the attention of all to the

along nicely.

In Philadelphia,

Vase

Meal Martel,

In the First Ward,

con-

Mr. Koning

conclusive evidence of his guilt. He still

•

W. VAN DER VEERE.

VAN DUREN *C0.,

Pease, Krannach & Bach,

made of the Instrument!and a

what the result practically means, pli

.protests his innocenceand will appeal the

:

DURBN,

Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son,

We

The school officer,considerthemselvesunfortusippi lecislaturewill be democrats: Penn- nate in not being able to secure her services for
sylvania, with a large republicanmajority the winter term.

tbe grave crime of seduction, for lha\is

in a

VAN

City

Alio agent for

socials are nnder

cluing Thurs- eighteen majority in the eisembly and
went out at about four jn the senate, and have elected Jo-

last week,

day evening. The jury
half-past five

Holland, June 14,1888.

0. J.

Hope Reformed Church next week Fri-

Mr. H. Kkppel, Sr., was married
Mrs. Nicholas Boer on laat week Thurs-

^

WYNHOFF.

B.

at the parsonage of

m

Tbe

per poun

tho world.

Church Social

^

leave the

cts.

King of all Sewing Machines and the beet In

Mrs. A. De Kbuiy and daughterare
visitingrelativesaod friend* at Coopersvllle. ,(!f v.
,'if

We

40

only.

struck a snag during

thirty feet higher, and for the purpoee nf Kalsmasoo,went to protest and the firm
" making a place for a town clock. One made so assignment before night, lo
hundred dollars was raised and the coo- each case the assets are claimed to be
- tractor agreed to ^perform the work for largely in excess of the liabilities,and that
that amount. Af special meeting of the if time ii given each firm will pay dollar
Common Council was called tp gMn their for dollar, and have a surplus left to con. consent to tbe ptop^fed addiOdn. The tinue businesa with.
result of this m«ifngyind/fhe setion
Full returns from the late electiona,
taken, will be ifaAj i^ruslng our.
held in the various States this fell, give
council procee^gsip out fourth page.

t

is

Goods delivered free of charge.

line.

building the

and see it. My Bakin

city” can boast

Zeeland Items.
week Friday
Jrank Chlckerlog made an assignment; A "new fireman”baa pat in an appear
ppear^
despatch, when the mall is not expeditious
Ifibllitiesabout $100,000, with assets ance at the home of J. D. Everhard.
.enough, will please telephone us at our exMarket day was largely attended last
timed to be $200,000. On Saturday M.
-H^pcnse. We are preparedto do first-class
Wednesday, and our merchants bad a
Bond made a assignment; liabilities "big day.”
printing^botb in the English and Hoi[175^000; assets $800,000. These were
Dr. Wm. Van den Derob and Dr. T.
, landish languages, and we hope that our
followed on Monday by the assignmentof G. Huizinga removed s tumor from the left
friends will remember ns when in need of.
mamary gland of Mlsa Bovendal on last
anything in our
/ Welzell Bros., and the failure of Porter, Saturday.
The young iady is getting
Byroe & Co., carrying with them tbe

^

!

’iphones” connected with the exchange

abroad, who desire Job

4

CHINA TEA SET

GEO. T. McCLURE,

rather "skim-milk jealousy” on tbe part

of that fraper, as our

scribers.

"SAbbalh services” will show.

to time of boat, etc.

We

an elegant

around lovrn.— Journal and Tribune. This

the Protestant world to honor tbe event

expected. Invitations will be is- theme

next

E.HKKOLD.
Holland, Rich.. April A, 1888.

Every person purchasing
Baking Powder at my store
will stand a chance of winning

few facts have been elicitedwhich tend to

lersary of the birth of

being used by

is

EIGHTH STREET.

telephones

Holland City News, Dr. R. B. Best, W
each fiddlerwith sdme plan or design of by holding memorial aervices and preach- H. Beach, B. Van Raalte, Standard Roller
Mills, Chicago and West Michigan K’y
his own.
ing memorial sermons. To-morrow many
Freight Depot, J. R. Kieyn’s Planing
Capt. W. L Hopkins aod family, now preachers will improve the occasion by
Mill, J. C. Post, Kremer & Bangs Drug
living in the hotel at Macattwa Park, in- settingforth the prominent events in that
Store, Dr. H. Kreraers’residence, P. II.
tend giving a social hop at the hotel on great man’s history. How much tbe
MoBride, and the Cappon ft Bertsch
Friday evening of next week. The Christianworld owes to the life rind laLeather Company’s tannery, each being
learner Macatawa will be ru^ to accom- bors of Marlin Luther, but few can resupplied with one instrument.• It is exmodate those who wish to attend. A fine alize. We are glad to know that this
string,which apparently

48,

with the outside world, but Allegan, a

•'’A'

To-day, Nov. 10th, is tbe 400th anni-

stringsare all played out, except the (T”

'

NO.

hits a

commemo-

Van

complete line of

CROCKERY

Powder

gathering will be witnessed. All are In-

;nd P. Lepeltak.

that the "Codncll.fiddles while $15,000

*

fhll and

CALL AND SEE US

Addresseswill be deliveredon that occa- During tbe past week considerableuse

Detroit Evening
of

A

-Dealer In-*-

Reformed

sion by Revs. N. M. Steffens,B.

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

ration of the great Reformation of the six-

call.

our fire

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

again in a short time.

and carriage maker. Mr. Flieman has a teenth century, which meeting the minAs we announced in our last issue the
large and very floe assortment of swell isters and members of the several churches telephone exchange of this city was
and square bodied cutters which he sells in this Colony are expected to attend. in running order by last Saturday night.

low

WYNHOFF

B.

the house ever since, was out on our

attests that

eral union meetings held in tbe

at remarkable

going on In tbs stock of

summer, and who 4ias been confined to

day,

manner and surely

Mr. Bowen

cursion was personally superintended by
y General PassengerAgent A. M, Nick
the

jured at the Standard Roller Mllli

him.

a deer head that had been prepared by

The head wiA preserved in a most natural

_

day and returning last evening. The ex-

change in

Is

Dry Goods & Groceries,

in

week,

„

through this city on Tues-

at the

last

Hesperia.

Rapids to Louisville, Ky., and return tbis

Look

Genuine Cyclone

OLD’S

Slippers.

doing some of some two hundred more population

in tbe preservation of birds

and animals. We were shown,

excursion was given from Grand

/» weetf, passing
t\

have in our midst an amateur taxi-

dermist, Mr. D. Bowen,

coincidence that incidentally happened
-A.

y" V'

tell out aud afart

banka.

Johnnie Ogoel, who had his arm

is

We

at the same time. Tbis was a very nice work

all

u;

kissing her sweetheart a few nlghti ago.

,

to

w

wife, of Salem,

vats.

One day

i

tlvuys And • well selected |rtock| of

will

’hauling freight with a yoke of cata,” and

Monday and went into win-

The Cappon & Bertsch Leather ComWith the proapects that we are to have
ly are erecting an addition to the beam an "open winter” and that “times’’ are
tPan,
jhoQse of their tannery, the dimensions of oing to be hard, D. Bertsch, our dry
tfVwhlchare 50x50 feet, one story high, and goods merchant, is offering some extra
•^will contain eighteen new
good bargain in bis line of trade. See
Special Notices. __
A meeting of Eagle Fire Engine Co
|;No. 1, will be held at their hall on TuesFrom a dispatch in the Chicago Times
day evening, Nov. 13. All members of of Thursday morning, we learn that the
the company are requested to be present at M. & O. railroad will be immediately

of talking,

j,

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

^

family.

j

Ladlee and Gentlemens

Her mother took her to task for her actions,
List of letters remaining in the Post
but
the girl silenced her by quoting:
Office at Holland, Mich., Nov. 8th, 1888:
Wit., are iuthis city the guests of their
Mr. C. C. Cook, Dan. D. Thurber and Mr. "Whatsoeverye would that men should
brother and node, Mr. Otto Breyman, and Wm. H. Thurber.
.do unto you, do ye even so unto them.”
his
Wm. Vbrbeek, P. M.

.

wjmi,

SOOTS & SHOES

Oregon, aod Will. Inbusb, of Milwaukee,
.

J'jj

Saugatuck.

Doesburg, an employee of the ner quarters. Tbe schooner has had
very prosperousseason this year and her

°>lt*v

.

~*~fcr your«*-»

says running a country newspaper la like

schooner K. Kanters came

Is port last

appearance at the home of

•

E. HER

Mias Saiyh Weaver, of East

this city, to

.....

in an

6. £.

absence.

his

ipp?

st the store of

of the bride’s parents, Ray A. Breyman, of

West Michigan R’y was discontinuedlast slstaat Graves attends the office during
Saturday.

•

is

on a four weeks’ vacation. As-

absent

and

‘m^

miles north of this city. The deer

Thursday, Nov. 8th, 1888,

_

SupbhintbndentBliss,

Division

tuck, has

Last Saturday afternoon a

';

‘

Mich.

"fruit train" of the Chicago

j

on Thursday, Nov.

Prank Hathaway and Alfred Plant,
weighed 202 pounds dressed.
^ho escaped from our county jail last
August, have been arrested at Cheboygan,
Married:— By Rev. T. T.

completed.

The

^

1

Born:— To Mr. and Mn. 8. Reidsema, YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN CALL AT
L a daugbl

arrive

a few

The grading

MW

Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. Peter Schoon fliAST Saturday C.*OdeU and C-fTBlom
Monday morning— a boy.
shot a very fine deer in the "Big Swamp”

on last

week.

,

^

fifty bnshels which, In

unfruitfulyear, it qnlte a

“plom."

It ts

Hu

tes

kinds of buildings

be mar-

Planing andBe-sawing
done on abort notice.

Stairs,

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings
We have

an endless variety, all alcea and

Brackets, etc. made and

prices.

furnished.
Remember we take pleasure in showing
our goods and like to have you
compare pricea.

Office

and shop on River Street,

near tho corner of Tenth Street,

R KANTERS

ft

SONS.

keted from this vicinitystone.

•.V- T

UbowBul.

fin-

ished and completed.

estimated

that four hundred bushelsof seed wUI

*

this

Of Weod

for all

HoUi.ip, Mick..

8.pt, 201b,

ISOS. |

Uof.LAMD, M.r

K

IS8S.

^

THE GLORIOUS DATS OF COLD.

f

;-

-

The BIuMIrass Country.
PITH AND POINT.
well - almost any- not a particle ot ^ — age in his tone or
thing can be excused.”
manner. Both Charles and his ''wife
The blue-grasscountry is reached by
IfO one ever heard corn-stalk.
“When I said that I wished you would tried to say something about his leav- traversing central Virginia and Kenkeep a horse so I could ride out everv ing their house; but he headed them off tucky along the line of the picturesque ’’ Still at the head— hair brushes.
Came drifting in at night.
dat.or two, he read me a lecture hetf every time. He would not permit the Chesapeake and Ohio railway, unless,
|t came whene’erthe fire was out,
Always going to seed— Canaries.
•• When ma hadftpne away;
< \\ an hour in length. • Whether hie heard matter to be mentioned.' They went indeed, one prefers, the swift and solid
The old ticket— A restaurant check.
Bur. now I wish that icy night
mo or not, I said just what I "meant. home, unable even to get in an apolyy. Pennsylvaniarente to Cincinnati, and
Would come again to stajr;
Somebody has suid that mean men
You must get him out of the house iu > Both of them missed the kindly words drops down to it from the north. On
3 rememi)cr.I remember,
f' v
are the best at guessing- conundrums.
some
way,
Charles.
Take
your
clerk
and
wholesome
advice
of the good man, this particular journey,at any rate, it
The noses red and white,
This comes from the fact that they bate
to board, and toll your uncle you must though Mrs. Dykts would not ac- was reached past the battle-fieldsand
The frozen ears that tingled so—
Oh! what a cooling sight
have the
knowledge it. His good influence upon springs of Virginia, and up and down to. give anything up.— ATem York News.
The snow -house that my brother built,
The time of young ladies is divided
“If
I
tell
him
to
go,
I
shall
tell
the
both was lost. Even Oharles became the long slopes of the Blue Ridge and
And where I used to
Until my bones were quite congealed—
reason why I do so.”
reckless in his finances.
gorges of the Greenbrier and Kanawha, into two parts. Half oi the time they
Oh, would it now were nigh!
“I am willing to bear all the blame.
The close of Tinkham’s store brought in the wilder Alleghanies. It is found wait for the mails, and the other half
I don’t want any oue in the house to more business to the youtig merchant to be a little cluster pf pecularily for the males— BurlingtonFree Press.
I remember, I remember,
Where I was wont to skate
come between me and my husband,” for' a time, though the bankrupt’ssuc- favored couhties in the center of the
“The celluloid,”observed Jenkins
The pond was smooth as gllst’ning glass
said the lady with a deal of spirit.
cessor soon mode things exciting for State. • Marked out on the map, it is meditatively,after he had passed the
Whereon I broke my pate.
Jly bwetsnt spirit,then so light, •*/* y
“Uncle Phil does not come between him. A ruinous competitionfollowed. like the kernel, of which Kentucky is greater part of two days in trying to
/ m hot and hoary now,
you
and me, Mariru. That is absurd. No longer restrained by Uncle Phil’s the nut; or like one of those “pockets" get one collar clean, “might better be
And summer’s pool can no mqrc cool
The fever on my brow.
“I have asked you, and even begged prudent counsels, Charles branched ont, of precious metals happened upon by called a sell unalloyed.”— T/ie Judge.
you a dozen times, to keep a horse. and grasped more than he could han- miners in ther researches. The soil is
I remember, I remember,
Summer boarders that have been asUncle Phil takes sides with you against dle.
The cold and icy church:
of a rich fertility, the surface charming- signed to the top floor of old-fashooned
I nned to think the minister
me."
At the end of the year the balance- ly undulating.Poverty seems abolished. farm-houses for a term of weeks unite
Would freeze fast to his perch.
"But he never said horse to me in his sheet was not pleasing to look upon. On every hand are evidences of thrift in the opinion that such buildings are
Those frigid days have passed away,
And now ’tis little iov
life. I can't afford to keep a horse.* “
Then followed a recklessattempt to corresponding with the genial bounty erected on the principal of hide-roast
To feel that I’m much nearer heat,
“Yes, you can, Charles. They say recover lost ground. Notes at the Trip- of nature. A leading crop in times
Then when I was a boy.
attics.
hat you are doing more business than pleton Bank became very troublesome. post bos been hemp, and land that will
—New York Nomina Journal.
Whx is a thief that is brought into
Tinkham, and he keeps two horses; One of them was given for a new piano. grow hemp will grow anything. This
the
police court for stealing some
and his wife looks patronizinglydown People said Dykes was living too fast is being more and more withdrawnin
books,
like the Recording Clerk who
upon me from her carryall when she The young merchant was worried. He favor of stock-raisingexclusively, but
Conquering a Husband,
meets me in the street,” added Mrs. had yielded to one extravagance and the tall stacks of hemp, in shape like makes an entry of the same? One
steals the books and the other books the
Dykes, with considerablebitterness in there was a long train behind it.
Zulu wigwams, still plentifully dot the
•Uncle Phil has been lecturing me
steal.— Carl Pi'etzeVs Weekly.
her tone.
His next balance-sheet showed that landscape.
«gain !" exclaimed Mrs. Marian Dykes,
FOR SOUP.
“I know nothing about Tinkham’s he was three thousand dollars in debt,
One drops into horse talk immediateas her husband came home to tea one
•I’m now In the height of the scaHon,”
business, and I do know something and his stock was not worth half the ly on alighting from the train at LexSaid the elevator man;
evening. “I cannot, and I will not,
about my own,” replied Mr. Dykefe.
sum. Ho saw that he must fail. Af- ington, and does not emerge from it
Ami when aeked to give his reason,
stand it any longer," and the young wife
The inquirer ho did scan,
Before the supper things were re- ter Slipper,one evening, he told his again until he takes his departure.It
dropped into a chair as though the last
As ne sighed,
moved Charles Dykes had promised to wife all about it. It would 1h> a terrible is the one subject always in order.
Like a monk In a cloister,
remaining portion of her strengthhud
And replied
buy a horse aud buggy. It appeared to humiliationto fail, as Tinkham had; Each successive proprietor, as he tucks
left her.
“Because I m a ‘holster.’ "
“What was the subject of the lecture, be the only way in which he could-un- aud poor Marian wept as . though her you into his wagon, if you will go with 1 —New York Journal.,
him— and if you will go with him there
my dear," inquired Mr. Dykes, with a duce his wife to allow Uncle Phil to re- heart would break.
A country lad thinks that a city girl
main in the house. Doubtless he was
In the midst of the scene Uncle Phil is no limit to the courtesy he will show
•cheerful smile, as though he did not rewears
a red dress out in the field where
weak to yield the point against his walked into the room, as he always did, you— declares that now, after having
.gard the situation as at all desperate.
the cows ore grazing just to give her
own judgment.
without the ceremony of knocking. He seen animals more or less well in their
“You know very well that Uncle Phil
an excuse for climbing a tree when she
In the evening ’Sqqire Graves made a often called.
way, he proposes to show you a horse.
has but one subject."
imagines the cows are going to chase
friendly call. Mrs. Dykes was very
“Uncle Phil, I am going to fail, for I Fortunately there are many kinds of
“And thht is extravagance, or the reher. These city misses are sometimes
glad to see him, for he had a lady’s cannot pay a note of four hundred dol- perfection. He may have the best horse
verse, economy,” added Mr. Dykes.
so giddy when they get out in the rural
horse to sell. It was just the animal lars that falls dne to-morrow,”said or colt of a certain age, tkei one which
“Of course that was the subject of
districts.— T/ie Dairy.
she wanted, and as she had conquered Charles,bitterly,when he saw that he has made the best single beat, or
the lecture; and you always take his
“Did you have any deviled ham at the
her husband once that day, she intend- could not conceal the facts from the fourth heat, or a quarter of a mile, or
side of the question. Uncle Phil has
banquet
last night?” inquired a memep to have the horse trade settled that good man.
average at all distances, or the best
ten times as much influencewith you
evening.
much
do
vou
owe
in
all, stallion or brood-mare,or the one which ber of a certain secret society in Ausas I have. Whatever he says is right,
“Glad to see you, ’Squire; anything Charles?” askod Uncle Phil.
has done some of these things at private tin. “I don’t remember having seen any
and whatever I say is wrong,” retorted
new ?” the young merchant began, do“About
three
thousand
dollars,” if not public trials. Each one has, at deviled ham,” replied the secret society
Mrs. Dykes, rather warmly.
ing the usual common-places.
groaned
' f
any rate, the colt which is going to be man, “but I believe the champagne was
“If supper is ready, I think xm had
“There is news, but I suppose you
“Will three thousand put you on your the great horse of the world. This is defiled by the way my head feels this
letter attend to that next; and we shall
Siftings.
have heard it,” replied the visitor.
’feet, solid?”
an amiable vanity easily pardoned, and jBorning.”—
have the whole evening to discuss Un“I haven’t heard anything; what is ' “Yes, sir ; but I cau:t raise three hun- the enthusiasm is rather catching. A ! “Your mother-in-law appears to have
cle Phil’s lecture. The subject will
dred.”
pain
side?” “Not
it?”
man’s stock is greatly to his credit and
keep for awhile."
“I
will give you a check for three standing in this section while he lives, at all. She has the toothache.”
“Haven’t
’you
heard
that
Tinkham
“But Uncle Phil will be here to take
thousand in the morning. I will be at and when he dies is printed prominent- “But every now and then I see her put
part in the discussion ; and that is just has been attached ?”
“Tinkham ! Is it possible ?” exclaimed the store at eight o’clock. I noticed ly among the list of his virtues.— IK. if. .her hand on her side, as though slm
what I don’t want. He overshadows
\felt a pain there." “That is because
that you have looked worried lately; Bishop, in Harper's Magazine.
Mn
Dykes, glancing at his wife.
me entirely when he says anything, and
but you said nothing to me.”
she has put her teeth in her pocket.”
.
“It’s
a
fact
;
a
keeper
was
put
in
his
I might as well hold my tongue as
The Second Greatest Man.
--Pittsburgh
Sunday Telegraph.
“I
could
not
say
anything
to
you,
unstore this afternoon, and an attachment
apeak,” pouted the wife.
^le;
and
I cannot take your money, afIf
we
are
united
in
the
opinion
as
to
In
a
certain
Arkansas
dance-houseand
“Uncle Phil will not be here, Marian, put on his horses and carriages.”
ter what has happened.”
which is onr best month, we are equally saloon there is a reversible motto hang“That
was
all
because
be
kept
two
It is half-past six, and he has to go to a
“Nothing has happened yet, and with of one mind who was the greatest man ing against the wall. At the opening of
horses when one was enough for him,”
church meeting at seven.”
the
blessing of God, nothing shall hap- that the United States has produced. the festivities the motto reads, “God
“Very well, but I am going to have interposedMrs. Dykes.
pen.”
That has become a traditional article of Bless Onr Home.” But as the evening
With
her
the
moral
was
between
two
•something done this time. I won’t have
Uncle
Phil
would
not
understand
belief; But the question now is who wanes, and knives and pistols flourish
horses
and
one.
Uncle Phil here any longer. If ho is tq
was the second greatest man? This is in the air, the proprietorflops the motBefore the squire left he had sold him.
atay in this house I shall not."
“You
may
help
me
on
one
condition,’'
a question which the drawer refers to to over, and it reads, “What Will the
* Mrs. Dykef was very young, and. her his lady’s horse. Mrs. Dykes was peradded
Charles, after some discussion. the autumn and winter debating socie- Harvest BeT'— Texas Siftings.
fectly
happy,
and
her
heart
began
to
angry ‘pout, as she sailed out of the
ANTI-JASPERS.
warm even toward poor Uncle Phil. “And that is that you. will come back ties for solution. It will be a good exroom, made her look decidedly pretty
ercise for the young gentlemen and
and live with us.”
Pat niggor Jasper am a fool
•at least so thought her husband. But When the retired shipmaster came in
To ’ny de earth do move,
Marian joined in insistingupon this young ladies— for we remember what
before she was fairly out, the door from the meeting, there were a ‘dozen
’Case L myself, done ‘aperience
condition,
and
the
good
man
yielded.
age
we
are
living
in,
that
we
are
living
A fac’ dat I ken prove.
opened and Uncle Phil came in. The things she wanted to do for his comfort,
I went up town one evenin'
he lady had beaten her husband and He used no reproaches; he would not in a grand and awful time, and perhaps
door was ajar and he must have been in
To see a friend o’ mine,
even say, “I told you so.” The note it was a woman— to bring forward their
the hall during some portion of the lis uncle, and she was satisfied.
An’ cornin' home he ’sposed to me
wad paid the next day, and in the even- candidates for the second honor, and to
Before
breakfast
the
next
morning
To
tick a glass o' wine.
lady’s severe remarks about him. But
ing Uncle Phil was domiciled in his bid refresh the mind of their audiences
Pat night de worl' was rollin' so,
h4 looked as placid os though earth had Squire Graves’ man led the horse over
Like apples in a trough,
apartment, quite as happy as the young with the virtues of these rival claims to
do sorrow for him. He was a man of and put him in the little stable. One
I sot right down and hoi' myself,
greatness. The question is an old one,
people.
of
the
clerks
was
to
take
care
of
him.
To keep from elidin'off.
fifty, though his hair and beard were
Charles sold the lady’s horse; the bug- for we learn in Judge Cortis' able “Life
Jncle Phil saw the purchase, but he
—Independent
white enough for seventy.
of James Buchanan” that it was asked
He did not seem like a man who could said nothing unpleasant. He looked gy, the piano, and other extras, and re“I wish our minister wouldn’t preach
duced all his expenses to a very reason- in 1833 in the Alexander Institution, in
he
animal
over,
said
he
was
worth
the
be very disagreeableif he tried.He had
so awfully long,” said his wife.
Moscow. In one of his letters Mr.
“I am glad he preaches as long as he
« deacqnish look about his face, that mndred dollars to be paid for him in able figure. Marian was happy again, jBuchanan
says that he beard the boyrf
and
did
not
believe
there
was
any
too
of a serious though not austere man. goods from the store. Marian even
does,” said he.
much salt about Uncle Phil. She had [examined there, and to the question,
“Now, there you are contrary again.
Certainly no one would have taken him liough she liked Uncle Phil then. He
given up the business of conquering a who was the greatest man that America
did
not
prophesy
any
evil
or
disaster.
for a shipmaster,but he had spent most
You just say that through spite, because
had produced? a boy promptly anAfter breakfastthe lady thought she husband. In fact, both of them have
of his life at sea or in foreign parts.
you know that keeps me quiet that
swered, “Washington.” But on the
come
to
believe
that
neither
should
much longer.”
He used to read the Bible to his crew would drive over to her father’s,in the
second question,who was the next in
conquer, or trw to conquer, the other.
“No I don’t, either. I say it because
every Sunday, and neve? allow any next town.
After a while it came out that Uncle greatness, the boy hesitated,and the
She returned in season for dinner.
it gives me the only chance to sleep on
Awearin^or other bad language in his
question never has been answered. The
But Uncle Phil did not comedown to Phil was worth at least fifty thousand
the Sabbath without being disturbed by
presence on board ship. Though he
same boy, who might have settled this
dollars.
Doubtless
the
church
and
the
your continual talking.”
was a “psa^m-singingskipper,” nq cap- that meal. The, lady rang the bell a
question if he had net hesitated, was
missions will get some of it; hot it
"Well, now, yon just wait until next
tain was ever mere popular with his second time, but with no better result.
asked who was the celebrated- ambassaprobable
that
Charles
Dykes
willhe
Jncle Phil evidentlydid not hear the
Sabbath: 111 not let the children sit
men than Captain Dykes.
remembered, though both |ie and his dor to Paris, and instantly answered, as between ns; and if I can’t talk any I
Uncle Phil had been married in early )ell, for he never kept thq. table waiting
wife sincerely hope that the good man if he had been in a csril service examinaor
him.
The
doo/w«»wlc&
open,
and
she
can hunch. I’ll pay you for talking
lfifie, but his wife died while he was ab»
will live till he is a hundred.— Good tion, Ptolsray Philadelphia.But he at
that way about me, when you know I
r sent bn a long voyage. He had recently went in. The shipmaster was not there,
once correctedhimself, and said FrankCheer. •
'
scarcely ever folk any.” — Kentucky
giyep up Hie sea, and retired to his na- lis trank was not there; the picture of
lin. And the DraweF thinks that FrankState journal.
tivo'town, how. an important place of the Seabird, in which, he ha4 sailed
lin wouldn’t be a bad second to start on.
Presidents of the Senate.
10,000 inhabitants. He found himself many a voyage, had been taken from
—The Easy Chair
Harpefs MagaBroad Wagon Tires.
a strahger there, but at his own request
The Yice President of the United
tine.
,f
Was
it
possiWrf^hBt'Ulicfe
Phii
had
his nephew had taken him as a boarder.
States is President pf the Senate when
farmer who had used a wagon
A Case of Rank Heresy. . - with broad tires on the wheels long
v • The gossips were not a‘ little bothered gone without even saying good-bye to gjtting in that body, but in his absence
to determine whether the retired ship- hem ? There was a letter on the table. a President pro tempore ia proposed
Boh Gimble is U colored man, and enough to ascertain their relative value
master was rich or poor. He engaged It was addressed , to “Mr, find Mrs. and chosen by ballot. “His office ia un- coachman to a certain Austin family. as compared with Borrow tires, writes:
in e^ery; church and benevolent enter- Charles Dykes." With the letter in derstood to be determined oo the Yiee He is of Episcopalian proclivities,and
four-inch tiro will carry two tons
prise, and contributed moderaielyof her hand she hastened down to the din- President appearing and: taking the among the other numerous things he over soft ground With greater ease to
ner-room. To say that she was aston- chair, or at the meeting oi the Senate keeps is Lent When the solemn sea- the team than a 21-inch tire will canr
lis
) fj
Charles Dykes had opened a store in ished and chagrined,would not half ex- after the first recess. ” See J efferson’s son was raging last year. Bob carefully one ton. The wheels are not so mnoh
iress her feeling.
Manual.) The i>ersons who have pre- abstained from eating meat on Friday, strained by stones and rough tracks on
* Trippletori a year before, and everybody
“Uncle Phil had gone!” she exclaim- sided over the Senate are: John Ad- find indulged iu other ascetic frivolities. the road, and the road is not out up,
thought he was doing well. Mrs. Dykes
-thought so, though Charles himself in- ed. “He has left for good, bag and ams, Thomas Jefferson, Aaron Burr, One day he unfortunatelymet Sam but, on the contrary,is packed down
sisted that he was not making money baggage.1” • She tossed the letter upon George Clinton, William H. Crawford, Pender, a colored Methodist, and gave and kept smooth. The prevalent idea
very rapidly; be could not foil how the table, for she had not the courage to Elbrige Gerry, John Gaillard, Daniel him a cut direct: Sam was indignant that the draught is increasedby widen0 D. Tompkins, John C. Calhoun, Hugh at this treatment, and at once demanded ing the tire ia altogether baseless; on
rnmch until he balanced his booju and open
took account of stock. In the main he
“Then I suppose you are quite satis- L. White, Martin Van Buren, Rickard an investigation.
the contrary, a wide tire reduces the
was o prudent and careful Vouug man, fied, Marian. You have got the horse, M. Johnson, John Tyler, Samuel L.
“Ise no explanation to gib,” replied draught. The extra cost of the tires is
or at least was disposed to be so.
aud got rid of Uncle Phil," said Mr. Southard, Willie P. Maugum, George Bob. “ Wiff my own eyes I seed* you repaid many times over every year in
Uncle Phil made a hasty supper, and Dykes, greatly grieved to learn that the M. Dallas, Millard Fillmore,William grease your boots wiff beefs tallow on the extra work that can be done by a
then went to his meeting. He acted worthy man had gone ; and he saw that R. King, David R. Atkinson, Jesse D. Friday. Youse no ligious principle in- team.
'
; just a little strangely for him, though he must have heard he impulsive words Bright, John C. Breckenridge,Hannibal ter yer. Youse a Bob Ingersoll moke,
A Hearing not Granted.
Hamlin, Andrew Johnson, Lafayette S. an’ if yer spokes ter me agin on de
the smile had not deserted his face. He of Mrs. Dykes the evening before.
Mrs.
Dykes
dropped
into
her
chair
at
Foster,
Benjamin
Wade,
Schuyler
CclOld man Nincumpoop is remarkable
said less than usual, and seemed to be
streets, Ise gwine ter flop you on de
for being the most silly man in Austin,
thinking very earnestly about some- the table, and burst into tears. Just as fax, Henry Wilson, Thomas W. Ferry, groun’ and stomp on yer, you
she bad become reconciled to the William A. Wheeler, Chester A. Arthur, Texas Siftings.
and at the same time he is exceedingly
thing.
David Davis, and the present incum“Do you suppose he heard . what I Imarder,he had fled without even
deaf.
Quoting Scripture.
A stranger was introducedto him
said, Charles?” asked Mrs. Dykes, when word of explanation. She intended to bent, George F. Edmunds.
treat him with the utmost kindness and
The followingdialogue took place in last Week, and, after some conversation,
Uncle Phil had gone.
The peach-growing center is gradu- a certain well-known theologicalcol- becames very much disgusted, and, meet“T think not; but you ought not to say consideration, as a noble warrior treats
fallen foe. * Just then she felt as ally moving South. A few years ago lege: Professor (loquitur); “You are ing Gilhqoly,asked:
, anything behind his back that you
would not say to his face," replied the thought she would be willing to lose there were great orchards in New Jer- the greatest dunce I ever met with.
“What the mischief is the matter with
sey. Then Delaware was the chief pro- Now, I don’t believe that ypu could re- that old man? He jJOem to be both
"husband. “Uncle Phil is a good man, the horse to regain Uncle Phil.
“Charles opened the letter. It was ducer. Now Maryland and Virginia are peat to me two texts of Scripture cor- silly and deaf.”
one of the salt of the earth.”
very short, but there was not a particle coming to the front. The largest peach rectly.” Student (in reply) : “Yes,
“He is altogethertoo salt for me.
.“You have hit it precisely,”replied
I should put too much salt in the of bitterness in it. He should still pray farms aro in Maryland. The Bound- can." Professor: “Well, do it.” Student Gilhooly. When he was young he
doughnuts, you would not like them for them, and desired to do all he could Top farm has 125,000 peach trees. On (feelingly and with much thoughtful prayed to the Lord to give him some
to serve and make tljem happy.
the estate of Col. Watkins there are consideration) : “He departed and went intellect, but the Lord never granted
Uncle Phil is salter than Lot’s wife.”
“I will go to him and beg him to come- 120,000 trees. A peach tree’s usefulness and hanged himself." Pause. “Go him a hearing.”— Taras Sitings.
“I am sorry vou don’t like him
back, Charles !H exclaimed the weeping is over after ten or twelve years of life, thou and.do likewise.”
Marian."
Sad, indeed, is the spectacleof the
and the soil in which it grows is unfit
“I can’t like a man who is continual- wife. Yon will never forgive me.”
Kifto Humbert has responded io Mr. youth idling away the springtime of his
“I am very sorry he has gone, but I for peach culture.
J lj tripping me up, and lecturing me
John W. Garrett’s gift of a $30,000 existence, and, not only “losing the
upon economy. Yon ought to know will not hate you, Marian. We will
News item in a Tennessee paper: horse by sending him a lot of camels sweet benefit of time,” but wasting, in
better than he does what you can af- call upon him this evening at the hotel.”
Thev did call. ‘ Uncle Phil was ex- “A dog killed a woman near Scott’s and other Useful “critters.” The camels the formationof evil habits, those hours
ford.”
“I am sure that nothing but his in- actly t'he same as he had been before. Hill on Sunday. Further particulars are to form part of the attractionsof in which he might “clothe himself with
Druid Hill Park.
angel-like perfection.—Xandon.
.lerest in us prompts him to say any- He was glad to see them, and there was next week.”
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Tlie household and personal expenses

says, dissected one the size of

•".'

Remarkable for overcoming dloeaaee
caused by impure water, decaying vegetation,
etc., is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

a hen’s

egg, and found its nucleus to be a per-

REMEDY

an English family during the ten fect white oak acorn. It was covered
The sleepy brakoman knows what a caryehrs 1481-91 are both curious in their by four layers of phosphates and carbuncle do in a tight place.
bonate
of
iron
and
some
silex.
There
nature and highly instructive to those
me Conductor.
who are interestedin tracing the influ- were two impressions,apparently made
Conductor Warren, of Winona, Mina,
ence of diet upon the national tempera- by the teeth of the deer before swallowBays: *1 used one bottle of Warner’s White
ment. The age was marked by indul- ing the nut. Acorns are a favorite food Wine
of Tor Syrup when I was so hoarse I
gence among the few, and sobriety of the Carolina deer. In another could not speak above a whisper, and in
among the many, with the result that speciman Prof. Holmes found the twenty-fourhours it cured me. It is the
best remedy I ever saw."
the turbulent and. restless spirit which nucleus to be a bullet.
preyed upon the idle and desolute feuAs one having used Ely’s Cream Balm ]
Canadian Bazar.
dal chieftan and his liveried retainers
would say it is worth Its weight in gold as a
Mr. John Osborne, Musical Bazar, To- cure for Catarrh.One bottle cured me.— S.
passed by the doors of the frugal and
A. Lovell, Franklin,Pa. (See ad’vt.)
religious yeoman or merchant who ronto, Canada, writes that his wife was cured
of

of rheumatismby the great pain-banisher,

mortified the flesh and lived in charity
8t. Jacobs Oil ; that ho has found it an inwith all men that were not his debtors. valuable remedy for many ailments.
For example, meat was rarely tasted in
the Cely household, and then in a fresh

and nutritious form. The “weder” was
bought for 20 pence, and sometimes a
“hogg,” lamb, or calf at a higher price.
Moreover, a cow was kept; and, in addition, great quantitiesof cheese, and
many “dishes” of milk, curds and butter wero’purchased.On one occasion
a cod and a rib of beef, costing 6 pence,
formed the dinner ; on another, greater
extravagance was shown in honor of a
guest of quality, when 12 shillings was

on wild fowl But the most
frequent items in the household accounts are for fish and bread. The
former consisted of “berrying rede,”
“berrying whyte,” “sprotts,”“stooklaid out

fyshes,” and “yelys,” then, like salmon,

a somewhat expensive luxury.

A Burning Mine.

ALLEN’S

THE GREAT GERMAN

FOR PAIN.

Lung Balsam

Rellsvas and cure*

RHEUMATISM,

A 600D FAMILY REMEDY!

Nnuralgla,
Sciatica,Lumbago,

— THAT

ACKACn,
HEADAOHB, TOOTH AGH1,
SORE THROAT.

GOUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
•f

FROSTBITES.

hcalta and vigor, cured dyspepsia, impvtcueu. $1.

Lton’b Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners keep
boot* and shoo* from running over.
Sold by shoe and hardwaredealer*.

And

all other bodily

new

“Rough on Rat*"— Cleans out rata, mice, flies,
roaches,bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunks. 16a

Wells’ “Bough on Cobnb."-15c.Ask for it.
Complete, permanent ettre. Corns, warta, bunions.

Bronchitis is cured by frequent small
stand over the crevassewithout fear of
doses of Piso’s Cure for Consumption.
either burning or suffocation. Sul“Buchu-Paiba."—Quick, complete cure, all
phur is volatilized and recrystalized on
the edge of the crevices. There is no annoying Kidney ana Urinary Disease* $L
smoke; the air quivers with the heat.
LABOR A BURDEN.
The burning area is from ten to fifteen
For a number of yean my wife baa been a aevere
rods square, and has been on fire since
the first visit by white men, and no one uffenr at times with, indignationand kidney and
knows how many centuries before. It liver troubles. She had auch severe palua iu the back
is only one of a number of fires that that abe at timet became very much debilitated, and

_

achei

im) Ni b:, :
Allm't Laiif UftlMDi sfltr
th« ronasU
tbowa
him. Wt hor* bh Inur
that It o! one* cured hit
rotifhand that bo
obit to mam* hb pracUo*.

A I0TTLL
DrucgUUaad

langnages. A

U

The ChariM A. Vogeter Ca.
(twMMM* •* a. vooxiaa a oo.)
Naltlmee, EL, 11,1. A*

TO

The only known specific for EpilepticFite.
Also for Spasms and Falling Sickness. Nervous
Weaknessit instantly relieves and cures. Cleanses
blood aad quickens sluggish circulation.Neutrallaaa germs of diseaseand saves sickness. Corea

there remained but

one barrel

of

“dooyil here” (costing 2s. instead of Is.,
that is) to go on with. Among the
miscellaneous expenses of the household besides regular entries for “colys,”
“bote-hyer,”and the like, is thq following in Oct., 1483: “The tyme that
newe watches were kept in London.
The Gentleman's Magazine.

it

•

_

Two gentlemen met in Washington
and passed the week to-

last winter

gether. They had been classmates at
college; one was now an obscure farmer, and the other is a well-knownleader in national affairs, and lias been a
candidate for the Presidency.
After observing his friend carefully
for some days, the farmer said, “I
honestly believe that your fame is only
an annoyance to you. ” v
“Suppose, G— ,” was the reply, “you
were to enter a street-carfull of
stiangers, vulgar, gossiping folk, and
that they should call out your name
loudly, and state that you had an idiot
brother and that you had been suspected of stealing in your youth, and that
your son was going headlong to the
dogs? Should you like it? Well, the
country is only a big street-car,and
. fame in it is, just such personal gossip
from vulgar mouths.”
This was a new and startling view of
the subject to the farmer, which he
took home to think over.
A poor invalid girl, confined for
many years to a bed of suffering,wrote,
out of a full heart, the poem “Nearer,
my God,* to Thee!” Before she died,
that cry of a human soul to its Maker
was echoed all over the world. “I have
heard it,” a friend wrote to her, "in
China and from the bps of Polneysian
converts.” Yet it was not until she
was in her grave that even her name
was known. If the gossip of the streetcar represents fame, this echo of a

“Yes," said the farmer, "barbed wire fence
expensive,but the hired man doesn’t stop
to rest every time he has to climb It.”

'

^

The Madstone.
Several instances of applying the
mad stone to poisonous snake bites
have been reported by the Western

Hood’s Sarsaparillais an extract of the
best remediesof the vegetablekingdom
known as Alterativesand Blood-Purifiers.
Or course all Imported eggs are stowed beneath the hatch-ways.
J. W\ Thornton, of Ciatborn, Miss., says:
"Samaritan Nervine cured ray son of fits."

When
tall

the

little short

man

begged the big
woman for a kiss, she stooped to concur

Wakefulness

at night Is a terror, Samaritan Nervinecures it, and hence Is a blessing.

stomach of the deer, and that it has no
medical properties whatever. Prof.

Holmes, the Atlanta

R»—

N

•bilk

the brain of

harmlessto the most delicatechild t
contains no Opium In any fonut

Is

Ik'

Relief.
R*cotntD*ndtdby fh/ririaae,Rlalrien aad Nanm. In fbri
•rerybady who bM |Um It a food trial.It K*rer fella to

As an Expectorant

be
»

has no Equal.

It

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

Advertising Cheats

!

!

!

"It has become so common to write Umr
beginning of an article in an elegant, interesting
s
“Then ran it into some advertisement,that
we avoid all such,
“And simply call attentionto tho meriti
of Hop Bitters in as plain, honest terms aw
possible,
"To induce
4
• “To give them one trial, which so provw
their value that they will never use anything

morbid fancies. Promptly dares Rheulifo-glvlng proper-

manner,

else.

blood. Is guaranteed to cure all nemms
disorders.U^Rellablcwhen all opiatesfait He.
freshes the mind and Invigoratestho body. Cures
dyspepsiaor money refunded.

"

-

"The Remedy

matism by routing it. Rostcrca
ties to the

people

bo favorablynoticed in all

tho papers,
“Religious and secular, is

“Having n

large sale, and is

supplanting

other medicines.
“There is no denying the virtues of th»
Hop plant, and the proprietorsof Hop Bitters have shown great shrewdness

nil

CBMOi®
. Diseases of the blood own It a conqueror.Endorsed
In writingby over fifty thousand leading citizens,
clergymen and physiciansin U: B. and Europe.

CFT

or sale by all loadingdruggists.$1X0. (It)
For Testimonialsand circulars send stamp.

“And

ability

"In compounding a medicine whose virtues are so palpable to every one’s observation.

Did She Die?
“No!

Tba Dr.SJ. Richmond Hid Co. SUosepkHa.

It does not matter how well the
tries to do— he Is always slipping.

Would you

call a

WANTED

SPCTKM

" .

A

CURt TOR

PISO

B

0

LADIES

EfiK&SSi

BIB

Father

PAYSTW’S
^-dL. ForDuainesa

When a man is half-seas over you may harbor a suspicion that his judgmentIs afloat.

HAIR

Getting Well.

Is

"My daughterssay:
at

the Oldest A

"How much better father is since ho used HopBitters."He is getting well after his long suffering from,
a disease declared incurable,“And we are so glad that he t sed your Blttera,*'
-A Lady of Utica, N.Y.

Best

AddrcssCI^Lff *

gardener

Wholesale and retail. Send for price-list.
Goods sent C.O.D. Wigs made to order.
E. BURNHAM, 71 State street,Chicago.

TO SPECULATORS.

nurseryman who grafts

of
Chicago.

1LUNDBLOMACO.,

trees a Buddhist?

0

"Put up” at the Gault House.
The businessman or tourist will find firstclass accommodations at the low price of $2 Oiculaa frao. YHJENTINEBROS* JanaaviUe.Wla.
and $3.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison street*. This
far-famed hotel is located in the center of the AJLUUJDreaaCutting mount * co, a*«Um»u,o,
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Elevator;all appointments first-class.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.

Young

$250

&

N. G.

Chamber
Commerce.
i

GRAIN

Sc

MILLER

ft

CO..

for^X

u Broadway,
New York.

dsaieis

PROVISION BROKERS.

Chicago and New York. Will execute orders on our
Judgmentwhenrequened.Send for circulars containing partictilare. ROBT. L1NDBLOM k 00.. Chicago.

H

Cat

AN OPTIGAl WONDER

©

ELY’S

Tons of Silver.
Five thousand tons Is a good deal of silver
for the Government to keep in Its vault*,'
especially so when every single dollar could
bo InvestedIn Carbollnepro bono publico.

CREAM BALM

Flue Net Orgies,
For particularswrite]

$75

Seed’i
136

rerybody.^foronrfallandfreedwrripUverirriil
Aluiuuv Hill Pub. Co., Box wb, n. Y. city, N. Y.

Tempi# of ttule,

State St., Chicago.

ceuring ____

_____
lions. It alleys Inllammstiqn, protects the
membrane
ie of the
the nasal
ussaages from ad
add!Honal colds, complr
lately
sores,.and
a
. heals the ,
reatorea sense of taste
and smell.

Free to All Ministers.
I will give two bottles of Warner’s Whiifc
Wine of Tar free of all costs to any minister who will send as an order from his storekeeper for two dozen bottles of the same.

.

$25

Reward!

We

will pay the aboro reward for any ceae of Rheumatism or Neuralgiawe can not cure. We can rtllsve
anycaae of Diphtheriaor Croup instantly.The J. E.
Gardner Army and Navy linlmont will relieve pain

The animal floidaof the body. When poorly noms
become vitiated acd cause eruptionsto appear
on the akin. They are objectionable from their diaflgnrement,and vary lu character from a constant,
uneasy sensationto a positive distressand severe
pain. Hood's Sarsaparilla corrects the derangement
of the functions,enriches the fluids, pu rifles the
blood, and changes tho diseasedcondition to one of
healthand vigor.
labed.

H
and

GENTS MAKE

— —

N0T
A few

KNOAOKMKMTO

MO

UntU yo* bar.

Men

Now Book,

"BULLET AND SNELL.’*
Selllnr by

to* of thOMaads. /oil partly

applications

relieve. A thorough
treattunUtrill mre.
Agreeableto uae. Send

C.N.U.

No. 45— SS.

lUg^^WRIlTNG ^ADVE
in

KTIS

thin paper.

BooksVictoryVox
On which side

our

Populi.

lies the final victory in the desperate " Battle of the Books,” the fol-

lowing extracts, characteristic of tens of thousands received,signify:
“

I am

anmed

at

tho etwopneoa and ozoeUence of bf any an or oodntiy. They oofht to

ra

tutor your

i

SmvaltfMtM

HUMORS.

Pimples.
alto hd Flynn, of Now York, had so many pimples
blotcheson his face that he was ashamed. He tried

variousremedies without effect Hood’s Sarsaparilla

i

newspapers reoentlv, and the testimony purified his blood, and all blemishes disappeared.
----------- Hi ugjf ormr
—
~ of the patients is that in every case the
MybrothertoavirtiMtoahumor
which brings ringstone has absorbed the poison. It is worms all over his face. He Is using Hood’s Sampsapopular belief in the South and the
West that a person who possesses one
of these stones is armed .‘againstall
venomous creatures; but the

agree that the madstone is
more than the concretion found m the

0

LID BALSAM

ALLEN’S

$250

MetTIIG

_

I

laktu Um Balaam aad brea
eared. H* Ihlnka all dk offlirtedahonldglreUa trial.

man

ANDNAV^jmM^C^

echo of his own name;
the other a harmony which tells him
that he too has struck a chord in the
divine song of humanity.— Yo uth’s
Companion.

m

“She lingered and suffered along, pining
away all the time for years,
"The doctors doing hor no good
$68 f ^VddreaTlM} Iallktt
t0Wn' ^®rmJ
-$nd-®3 Me.
k Co.. Portland.
“And at last was cured by this Hop Bittors the papers say so much about. *’
AGENTS
"Indeed!' Indeed!"
tin* Machine ever Invented.Will knit a pair of
“How thankful we should he for that
Blockings with HKEL and TOE comiilotein 20
$72 A itittfroi fflddroaa T *mk Co^A
MaSo* minutcH.It will also knit a great varietyof fancymedicine.
work for which there is always a ready market. Send
(or circular and terms to the TwoiublyKnittlu*
Wild, BUY a 10- aero tract in Florida. Machine Co., US TremontStreet Boston. Mass.
Daughter’s Misery.
Address A. W. LAWTON. Auburn,N.Y.
“Eleven years our daughter suffered on »
bed of misery,
“From a complication of kidney, liver*
S
rheumatic trouble and Nervous debility,
ems WHERE ALL ELSE FAILS.
"Under the care of tho best physicians,
"Who gave her diseasevarious names,
UflTUCDQ 4-wonn». (Tb» Grt*»Worn Dfitroyer.)Wm
"But no relief,
III U I flCHd. cure your children. Get It it Proffitt. Me.
“And now she is restored to us in good
health by as simple a remedy as Hop Bit$5 to J2Q
ters, that we had shanned for years befork*
asingit."— The Parents.
Sort

Fob dyspepsia, indigestion, depression of
and soreness and remove any unnatural growth of
spirits and general debility in their various
true word is typical of recognition.
bone or muade on san or boast Luge bottles |1 ;
mall bottloa 50 cents. Will refund tho money for any
forms;
also as a preventive against fever and
Every Sophomore at college dreams
ague, and other intermittent fevers, the failure. For sale by all druggist!.
AKHk
of becoming famous some day. Yet it
Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya,"
is probable that if he is made of horoio made by Caswell, Hazard A Oa, New York,
stuff, that this noisy bruit, once gained, and sold by all druggists, is the best tonio;
and for patients recovering from fever or
would be distasteful to him.
other HicKness it has no equal
But every man who is given a man’s
part to play has the consciousness that
For nearly 84 years I have been a victim of
he has a word to speak, which pehaps Catarrh.I have tried many remedies, rehis own friends or townsman do not ceiving little or no relief. I bought one bottle
of Ely's Cream Balm and derived more real
understand. When it is spoken and benefit from that than all the rest added tothe answer comes back to him from the gether. You can recommend it as being a
great world,thathe has been understood safe and valuable medicine.— A. L. Fuller,
Danby, N. Y.

is the senseless

T

snajss-fs
Incurable.iUaa)ioU>«n

blotchesand stubborn blood sores. Eliminate!
Bods, Carbunclesand Scalds. gVPennanentlyand
promptly cures paralysis.Yea, It Isa charming and
healthful Aperient. Kills Scrofula and Klnge Evil,
twin brothers. Changes bad breath to good, remor-

Wm. A. Graham A
Wbelttai* ITiaaibH.
ZaatrrflU,Ohio, wrib
of lb* ear. of Mattblre
yrwmaa, a wall hwan te
dibea, who bad bean •!
Slatedwith BruaaMtt* tali* wont form for tereha
war,. .Tb, Luag Rabata
cured him m It Km im«A
maer oibere of

ttgljr

1883.

•

and has won recognitionfrom his peers,
one of the keenest, highest pleasures
which life yields becomes his. Fame

thiah
Budkina I*

ntifhlrtre

public.

is

Fame and Becoguilion.

fi the boat

Wm. 0. Dire*. Mar

alkaloid poisons fail, the Bitters will be fouud

then six more, this time of small bter.
We learn incidentallyhereon that his
host had run out of his universal
beverage, for the modest allowance of
eighty kilderkins, which had been
•ordered from Mrs. Godfrey, as usual,
at the beginning of the year, was paid
for, because exhausted in May, and

h* aad hU

U
CONSUMPTION.
P
Ok

1883.

I have been troubled for a number of yean with
kiduer and bladder difficulty ; at times have sufforod
a great deal with the weaknesscaused by the Inflammation and intense pains in the back and loins. I
larial levers also abate rapidly throuvh its intried many mediciues that wore recommended,but
fluence. and disordersof the liver,stomach, none of them seemed to reach my case until one day
bowels and kidneysare overcome and prevented
I relatedmy case to one of our druggists here lu
by
Auburn. Mr. Smith was very urgent that I should
An Ohio dentist has devoted lilmceir to ao- try Hunt's Remedy, for he kuewof many who had
livc politics, probably on the ground that
used it with wonderful success. I purchased a bottle
his calling has fitted him for “takiog the
and used it, and found a good deal of benefit, and
stump. ”—/St«l)urghTelegraph.
commenced to improve rapidly, and tho pains in the
Rock Hill, 8. C.-Rov. J. 8. White, says: back were relieved. I gained strength and vitality,
and afU* using four bottlesI have been completely
“ I used Brown’s Iron Bitters for general decured,and have recommended it to others, and give
bility. It restored me to strength and vigor.”
this statement voluntarily,
believing that, from my
TiiB^ilencewhich reigns In a cornfield well own case,Hunt's Remedy is all that it is recommended,
provided with scare-crows—is it not a case of and you can use thla as you choose for the benefit of
the
W illiam C. Clark,
an effect without caws?
Masou and Builder,83 Van Anden Street,
Auburn, N. Y
New Bern, N. C.— Rev. G. W. Offley,says: June 3,
‘‘I have taken Brown’s Iron Bittors, and consider it one of the best medicines known.”

aSl’tsyff*

world.

(bant,of Bowlws Orem,
Va., write* April 4, Ittl,
that h* waab «, to know
lhalthalmag Reborn haa
tared Ma mother of Con.

[A SKEPTIC SAID]

Ta_

LuDcj lUium rwtiraAf
•red h*r. H. wrilwIhaS

S

knowingbar oats bare

[the

small payments occur consectutively to afford the rheumaticthe reliefthey so often
for beer provided for the occasion,but seek in vain. Attackedwith this searching remat the outset, the malady rapidly gives
at length it was found necessary to edy
ground,and the sutiererexperiences a ceisatlon
. order two kilderkins of strong ale, and
or pain, of which he had belore despaired. Ma-

JeremiahWrtrfrt, of
Marion Urealr, W.
write, nitbtl hi, wll* hudi
f<i'ia*n*r,
I'aa-MiMillam.
ao J
tarn*.

N

wu

This
rather salt diet, however, rendered a
corresponding consumption of beer nec- are known on the Bad Lands.” The the least labor waa a burden. I fearedthat it would
essary. Thus, in the year 1842, sixty writer goes on to say the Bad Lands terminate iu Bright's Diaessc, as there were the
kilderkins at a shilling were consumed are probably the ashes of extinct coal- symptoms. She had no appetiteat times. She tried
several medicines, but only received temporary
at the Essex residence, and twice that fires.
relief from any of them until she commenced using
quantity in London. Shortly after,
A Little Pain at Flnt,
Hunt's Remedy, which was recommended to us by
forty-four barrels of “good” and “three- Years of torture afterward. Such is the wretchfng the cause. Routs bfllous tendenciesand makes
druggist Smith, of Auburn, saying that it had been
half-penny,”ale were laid in, and“Polle ed experience of too many rheumaticsufferers. used by a good many with tho greatest aucceasfor the dear complexion. Equalled by none In the delirium
Godfrey’s wife" received on Christmas Slight twingesin the bones or muscles, attribu- cure of kidney,liver and bladder troubles. She com- of fever. A charming resolvent and a matchless
even, 1483, £16 5s. (or 200 more kilder- ted possibly to a cold, finally declarethem- menced using It. and fouud by the uae of only one laxative.It drives Sick Headache like the wind.
ETContalnsno drastic cathartic or opiates. Relieves
kins supplied during the past year. In selves.by their increasing intensity,as evtdeno"a bottle she had been relieved of tho pains in hor back
had regained her appetite, and could rest well and
of the htrodous malady. But why give it headJune, 1484, George Cely, who had way. Why not eradicate it at the start with the attendto her household duties, and wo can truly say
lately married, came into Essex on a potent blood depurent, Hostetler'sStomach that Huut’s Kamcdy is a most wonderful medicine,
visit to his brother, with his wife and Bitteis. cotnmeiv.od by physicianswith equal and cheerfullyrecommend it to the public.
emphasis for rheumatism, as for dyspepsia, deR. 8. R. Ahmbtbonq,
servants, the event being signalized by bilityand constipation, complaints lor which it
V2 State Street, Auburn, N. Y.
a huge consumption of beer. Nine is an absolute specific. Where mineral and June
13,

loi,t>

wm

Dealen. DirectionsIn

Pibo’b Cure will cure Coughs, Asthma,
Bronchitisand Consumption. 25 cents.

iheufbl
»Uff* of

u,n

FIFTY CENTS
all

'turlnnill,wm

CaMompIlM uM *u

and palua.

Sold by

(

to In is lh« tail

BURNS, SCALDS,

A correspondent of the Indianapolis
Journal, traveling from Bismarck to
the Little Missouri, saw a burning
mine. He says: “It gives off so sulphurous an odor that I at first thought
the heat due to the decomposition of
sulphides. But the glow is red; little
sulphurous acid is formed; you can

C
o wm

MmSIlk, DmIM,

Dr.

nrBAixs,
Sonneii, Cite, BrulNfl,

—

WILL CUKE

QUINSY, SWELLING*,

SkdintMen—"Wells ’Health Renewer” restores

!

•

U FAUIU iroioni TBIT DAS HKilKD]
HILLI0NS DIT.1NU 35 TKAU!

8 0 pvm®nt

!a

balm fob every wound
MAN AND BKA8T1

01

Itheoldebt&bebtlinimentI
SALES
.

IABGBE THAN EVER.

Mexican Moatanm Ain

known for more than
beat of all LinL
j.
>

't

penetrate*akin, te
tho very bono.

”~1“T-

to

roed.”-V»i«r,

Bradford,L*a.

PausLT.Chn-

13

Strike at tho Bottle.

nervous and disease-strickenold gentleman was sitting in his room
on an easy-chair,his physician being at his side.
Said the old gentleman, “Now, doctor, you have been treating me for

A

long time, and naven't done me
ant you to strike at the root of all

much good. I’m tir«d of
my disorders.”
doctor, “Do you mean exactly what you say?”

Said the
“To be sure

I

do,” said the venerable

.

invalid.

s

*

all

this. I

^

“Well, hdre goes!” said the doctor;—and with one whack of h:s Groghe broke to pieces the brandy-bottle which stood on the mantel
The old gentleman wAs angry and excited, but he had a good answer

f

.a-:

ererybodywbytere*
w.

” Your effort# toward eitendlng ttaeful information
to all elaaaoa an tho moat extraordinary yet wltaeeeed

lEunuinm.

_

Constitution ^Vh^^L^Site0

tor

been

for

your d0CtrinejI

T

In Brown’s Iron Bitters there is strength for the debilitated, refresh-

ment for the nervous, and new
.

lift for the

^

broken-down.
•

•V

_

V.

NEW FIRM!

This space 1« referred Ibr the Woman
, ClirintianTempenmoe Union.

W.
The

ImoB.

tS.

F.

N*w:

For the HollandCUv

X&keth Bioh.

Blessing: of the Lord, It

we

CO.,

a de-

which they

will sell at the lowest prices.

of aftairs comes from

sirable termination

words: “The
Blessing of the Lord, it Maketh Rich.”
The great question then i*. how to obtain

CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK.

new stock of

a

have added

I

DryGoods, Groceries, Etc.,

are all fully per-

suaded that succese, prosperity, and

PEJUS &

Have just received

However freqaently we may have erred
ia our judgment,

NOT BEING ABLE TO

a large line of

new and seasonable goods, such as

CLOTHING, OVERCOATS, DRY GOODS,

the Lord alone; or in other

Blessing. The

that

thirst tor

riches ia

most universal. 'She citizen

al-

desires

Highest market prices paid for

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

it

and persues the course which he imagines
will, most speedily lead to

HATS AND CAPS, BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC.

a

Give us

it. The saloon-

distiller wish it, and use
means which they conceive will enable them soonest to attain to it. The

I

Call!

brewer and

ist,

the

possessor of real estate letp

it

1883.

to the highest

what
use It is to he put The bondsman perceives a way by which he wUl be indem-

®

which

BOOIsTEl,

word of God

I

declares that

"the blessing of the Lord” is necessary
let the

may

The oldest established Stable in the

other attends be what they may.
go

It is necessary then to
to the

testimony”to

and

find

to the

how

On Market

that blessing

with all thy mind,” and

city,

In subjecting a

man

if

H.

Holla in), July 28th.

O L L A

U B, MlTCTL.

MAM

AA.
WHO

GEOGRAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY, WILL
SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE

IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

evil.

on one who

H

2Mf

SYRUP.

come. One

often felt through several. Can the

iiAE,E,i2src3-rro3sr,

vj.

Rheumatic

all sufferers. His pros-

“blessing of the Lord” rest

e.

BOONE.

1882.

pects in this life are not only destroyed

It is

chasing elsewhere.

than any party in this city.

to the

generationdoes not terminate the

and inspect my goods before pur-

a call, learn prices,

in this

not cheaper

health, his reason, his usefulness, his fam-

but also those for the life to

HEARSE

with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral

as cheap,

influence of alcohol, his property, his
and friends ara

Underwear that any person

in the line of

purposes, which I will fnrnish

creatures— our neighbors—to glorify and

ily

UISTHDEH/WIEAIRa.

Hear Eighth.

Street,

I hare the neweet and best

summary of that law. If we observe
this law we may expect to be rich, and,
with riches to which there is no sorrow
added. To love God in such a way implies a love to his subjects. Then we
imperil others to secure our own fortunes,
will we win the blessing.God made his

Him.

have .everything

Give me

with

a

enjoy

figures.

could desire, and I will sell at remarkable low figures.

city.

love the

all thy heart, and

•"thou shall love thy neighbouras thyself,”
is

bottom

“law and

“Thou shall

be obtained.

Lord thy God with
all thy soul,

HOSIERY,

with his keen discern-

blessed,

ment, but the

I will dispose of at

TJETDERTWEAR/.

nified against lost, while his neighbors

may not be

AND GENTS’

LADIES’

At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”
P. PRINS & CO.
Holland, March 28
8-ly

bidder often without ascertaining to

have a large and very elegant stock of

RHEUMATISM CURED. SCROFULA CURED. NEURALGIA CURED.

Rochester. N. Y. Apr. 6th, ’83
Fiirpobt.N.Y., March 12, ’83.
Port Btbojj, N. Y., Keb. 20. ’82.
RheumaticSi/rup Co. :
Rheumatic Syrup Co. :
Rheumatic
Svrup
Co. :
much evil. If we wish to have the riches Gents-I have been a great
Gents— Since November, 1882,
I had been doctorimrfor three
enfferer from Rheumatism fornix
in this world and the world to come. We years, ami hearing of the success or four years, with difl’-r-nt phy- I have been a constantsufferer
neuralgiaand have not
must “touch not, taste not, handle not.” of Rheumatic Syrop I concluded sicians,for scrofula,as -ome cal- from
known what it was to be free
to give it a trial in my own ease, led it. hut found no relief until I
Even the touch will make the blessing to and I cheerfully say that I have commenced taking your Syrup. from pain until I commenced
greatly benefited by Its use. After taking it a abort time, to the use of Rheumatic Syrup. I
recede. The touch encouragesfhe manu- been
I can walk with entire freedom my surprise,it began to help me. have felt no pain since nsing the
facture and traffic and causes the slaying from pain, and my general health Continuingits use a few weeks, fourth bottle. I think it the best
is very much improved. It is a I found myself as well as ever. remedy I have ever heard of for
of God’s creatures— those for whom splendidremedy for the blood As a blood purifier, 1 think it has purifying the blood and for the
cure of rheumatism and neuno equal.
and debilitatedsystem.
Christ died.
W. B. L’HASE
. MRS. WILLIAM STRANG.
E. CHESTER PARK, M. D.
M. S. V. 0.
Manufacturedby RHEUMATIC SYRUP CO., I Plymouth Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
(7b be Continued.)

work

has complicity In a

fraught with so

ralgia.

Thousands Say
Mr. T.

W.

AYER’S

Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:

“I never hesitate to
tric Bittersto

So.

my

tire satisfaction

recommend your

Elec-

customers, they give en-

and are rapid

Electric Bitters are the purest

Cherry Pectoral

sellers.”

and

No other complaints are so insidionsin their
attack as those affecting the throat and longs:
none so trifled with by the majority of sufferers. The ordinary cough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a triflingor unconsciousexposure, is often but the beginning of a fatal
sickness. Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral has
well proven ita efficacyin a forty years’ fight
with throat and lung diseases,and should be
taken in all cases without delay.

medicine known and will positivelycure

Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify
the blood and regulatethe bowels. No
family can afford to be without them.
They will save hundreds of dollars iu doctor’s bills every year.

Once upon

a time

a certain man got

mad at the editor and stopped bis paper.
The next week he sold his corn at four
cents below market price. Then his pro-

A

Sheriff’s

sales. He was arrested

for the recoveryof my strength. By the
continued use of the pectoral a permanent cure was effected.I am now 62 years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfiedyour
Cherry Pectoral saved me.
Horace Fairbrotber.’*
Rockingham, Vt., July 15, 188&

on

and fined eight dollarsfor being hunting

Sunday, simply because he didn’t know

it

was Sunday; and he paid three hundred
dollars for a lot af forged notes that

had

been advertisedfor two weeks and the

Croup.— A Mother’s Tribute.

public cautioned not to negotiate them.
He then paid a big Irishman,with

“While in the countrylast winter my little
boy, three years old, was taken ill with croup;
it seemed as if he would die from strangulatiou.One of the family suggestedthe use
of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,a bottle of
which was always kept in the house. This
was tried in small and frequent doses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour tho
little patient was breathing easily. The doctor said that the Cherry Pectoral had
saved ray darling’s life. Can you wonder at
our gratitude? Sincerely yours,

a foot

on him like a frog-hammer, to kick him
all the way to the newspaper office, where
he paid for four years subscription in ad-

vance, and made the editor sign an agreement to knock him down and rob him

if

he ever ordered his paper stopped again.

Such

ia life without

a newspaper.— iSs-

169

change.

farmer

came away: “Old Abe

who

to

a friend after he

is patlio’on a thun-

wonder if he had chicken pie for dinner

day.” In

those primitive times onr

presidentswere supposed to live in great

•SEWING MACHINE C0<
(30 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

);

•

THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between OHIOAQO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,

•

via the

famous

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond,Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
and Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolisand Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Faet Express Train*.
For more detailed Information, see Maps and Folder*,which may be obtained, a*
well as Tioketa, at all principal Ticket Officesin the United States and Canada, or of

R. R.

Mbs. Emma Gedhey.”
West 128th St., New York, May 16, 1882.

CABLI,
Manag.r,
E.

CHICAGO*

ILL.*

----

Byhalia, Miss., April

---- -ORANGE, MASS,
AND

ATLANTA,

What would the old farmer, have thought
bad he dropped in on Mr. Arthur, who
can scarcely feel comfortablefor a month
together unless the executive mansion

is

refitted from roof to cellar. It used to
cost about $8,000 a year before the war to

Palestine, Texas, April

Meyers, Brouwer

&

Co.

DEALBRI IN

FURNITURE

&

COFFINS

HOLLAND, MICH.
Guardian's Sale.

In the nutter of the erUte of Victoria Woltere,
repair
furnish the establishment. IsabellaSawyer, Arthur Sawyer, Vinnle Sawyer,
and Ernest Siwisr minors. Notice is hereby
Under Grant $25,000 was spent in the sin- given that 1 ahalf
shall sell at pnblic
public anctlon
auction to
to the
gle year 1870 and it cost an average of hlgheetbidder, on Monday the ISth day of November,1883, at four o'clock in the afternoonof
$10,000 a year after that nntil Hayes came •aid day, at the house sitnated on the west
half of the west half of the sontheastquarterof
in,
the average suddenly sprang up section 29 in Georgetown, Ottawa County,Michi, pursnant to license and anthority granted to
to $20,000. It cost $20,000 to get the place igan,
1883. by the
me onthe 10th
10th day of September,
*
ready for Garfield, and it has required probate
irobateconrt
court for
for the Connty of Allegan. State of
Michigan,all the right, title, and estate of said
slresdy to keep the house bib- minors in or to DuA piece of land sitnate In the
County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, and farther
for Mr. Arthur.
one third of tbs west
described as the undivided one
half of the weat half of the south east quarter of
21 in town 6 north of range 13 west, OtTb* conitant feeling of being “plajed section
tawa Coe itr, Michigan.

when

(

re-

7w

......

Guardian of said minors.

1882.

22,

1882.

No case of an affection of the throat or
lungs exists which cannot be greatlyrelieved
by the use of Ayrr’s Cherry Pectoral,
and it win atoap# cpre when the disease is
not already beyond the control of medicine.
prepared by
Dr J. C. Ayer

&Co., Lowell, Maes.

DRY GOODS,

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment

GROCERIES,

And redical cure of SeminalWeakneaa, or SpermatorrhcB*induced by •elf-Abuae, Involuntary
EmlMions, Impotency,Nervoni Debility,and Impedimentato Marriage generally; Conaomptlon,
Epilepsyend Fite; Mental and PnyatCAlIncapacity, Ac.-Bv ROBERT J. CULVERWBLL, M. D.,
. ,
Aa we have just started in business in anthor of the “Green Book,”
The world-renowned anthor, to this admirable
this city, we have on hand
Lecture, clearlyprovea from hla own experience
that the awful conaequencea of Self -Abuse may
be effectually removed without dangerous surgical
operation!, bougies,Instruments,rings or corof the best quality, and we will sell them dials {pointing out a mode of cure at once certain

NOTIONS

and

CROCKERY.

Ac.

NEW FRESH

at current

GOODS

and

market prices.

STEGENGA,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Olio I CriMon Agent, Kituj

Mic,

Oroo3x.ery
is

complete and we

sell

at bottom figures

Zeeland, High.

sufferer,

no matter

THE CULVERWBLL MEDICAL
41 Ann St., New

BUTTER and EGGS.
.

21tf

bv whichever!

York

CO.,

N. Y.j PostofflceBox 450.

mot, hie is sweeping oy, go ana

Especial attention given to collecting We will pay market prices for Butter am)
Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes,
claims. Ail
entrustedto
Lit business entrustea
Seeds, etc., etc.

M11Ts&oa,

effectual,

hla conditionmay be, may cure himself
cheaply, privately and radically. This lecturewill
prove a bqppJo.Mqusands
and thousands.
Brat under seal, in a plain envelope,to any address. poet paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps- Address

what

Onr stock of

A. P.

KtSEST

MANHOOD

-^dealers in~*—

Sold by all Druggists.

and

and "lued op,” can readllj be
moved by utlng Ayer’a Sarsaparilla.

5,

cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral,believinc u I do that
but for its use I should long since have died
from lung troubles. K. Braodon."

PM.’r

i SUIT CUSS or BOM
lithe Lou of

Joseph Walden."

“ I

O.n'1 T'k’t *

CHICAGO.

I

Pectoral.

ST.JOHN,

VlwPro't * Om’I

suffered for eight yean from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedies with no success. I was cured by the use of Ayer’s Cher“

ry

but they were simple indeed com-

pared with onr more recent executives.

oat"

It Is familiarlycalled, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points.
Fast Kipreee Trains, composed of OOMMODIOU8, WILL VINTILATKD, WILL
HKATBO, FINILY UPHOL8TSRID and KLBOANT DAY GOAOHKB | a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RCOLININQCHAIR OARS ever built | PULLMAN’*
latest designed and handsomestPALACE 8LBBPINQ CARS, and DINING OARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE GENTS EACH.

Uled.

called on

derin’ lot of style now, isn’t he? Shouldn’t

style,

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
As

I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
In my family for several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce It the most effectual
remedy for coughs and colds we have ever
A. J. Crake.’’
Lake Crystal, Minn., March 13, 1882.

neighbor President Lincoln at the

While house, remarked

every

Being the Great Central Line, afford* to traveler*,by reaeon of Its unrivaled geographical pocltton,the ehorteet and beet route between the Bast, Northeastand
Southeast,and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It le literallyand strictly true, that Ita oonneotlonaare aH of the principalline*
of road between the Atlantia and the Pacific.
By Its main line and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Genesee, Moline and Nook Island, In Illinois| Davenport, Musoatlne,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Dee Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic,Aveoa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluff*,
In Iowa | Gallatin,Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atehleon In Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villagesand towns
Intermediate.The

“

An honest Illinois
hia old

Terrible Cough Cored.

Id 1857 1 took a severe cold, which affected
my lungs. 1 had a terriblecough .and passed
night after night withoutsleep. The doctors
gave me up. 1 tried Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, which relievedmy lungs, induced
sleep, and affordedme the rest necessary
“

perty was sold for taxes, because he didn’t

read the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,

best

hind to conquer time." 66 aweek In your own town., $5outfit free.. No risk. Everything
We will

sss
great pay.

PETER 8TBKETEB A
Bollard, Mich., July 19,1883,

Mid:

CO.

